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1. Introduction 
The development of payload and ground segment technologies enables the exploitation of higher 
frequency bands for space radiocommunication systems, including satellite communications, space 
exploration and Earth observation satellite services. 

The advantages of the higher frequency bands include larger available bandwidths, smaller antenna sizes 
for the same antenna gain and less interference from existing systems. On the other hand, these 
frequencies are severely impaired by atmospheric phenomena: attenuation by rain, clouds, gases and 
tropospheric scintillation [1]. 

For high availability systems, the required link margin based on statistics of attenuation exceedance 
becomes too high, impractical and inefficient. Propagation impairment mitigation techniques (PIMTs) 
must be used, such as uplink power control (UPC), variable/adaptive coding and modulation 
(VCM/ACM) and site diversity. A great advantage for the optimum employment of VCM and site 
diversity would be the short-term forecast knowledge of the occurrence of signal fades, their likely depth 
and duration. 

Radiowave propagation measurement campaigns aim to assess and improve the accuracy of the 
propagation models standardized by the International Telecommunication Union, Radiocommunication 
Sector (ITU-R) [2], which predict the first and second order statistics of the atmospheric attenuation. 

The Alphasat satellite includes two beacon transmitters in the Ka and Q bands (19.7 and 39.4 GHz 
respectively)2. Under contract with the European Space Agency (ESA), a ground propagation terminal 
was developed for the measurement of these signals. Measurements have been collected in Graz 
(Austria) since November 2013 [3], [4]. 

At the same time, also under contract with ESA, two ground propagation terminals were developed and 
installed to carry out propagation measurements in two locations in Malaysia, using the Syracuse 3A 
satellite beacon in the Ka band (20.245 GHz)2. The goal is again to improve the characterization of the 
radio channel, with the specific objective of defining the requirements for the development of satellite 
communications systems in tropical regions. Measurements have been collected in Skudai and Parit 
Raja (Malaysia) since July 2015 [5]. 

These activities allow the creation of a database in the framework of the present thesis for the study of 
the satellite communication channel in temperate and tropical climates. In addition to satellite beacon 
measurements, ancillary datasets are used, including measurements from radiometers, disdrometers and 
weather stations. The collected data are processed, validated, analyzed and used for the modelling of the 
atmospheric attenuation. 

As a starting hypothesis of the present thesis, it was established that the information on meteorological 
parameters available from international and national meteorological agencies could be converted into 
radiowave propagation parameters, specifically the atmospheric attenuation in the frequency bands of 
interest. 

 

1.1. Problem to solve 

The goal of the present thesis is the validated design of a software tool for the short-term forecast of 
satellite channel characteristics, the so-called Channel Forecast Software Tool (CFST in the following). 

                                                      

2 Please see “Annex I: Frequency bands” for the nomenclature used in this thesis. 
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The forecasts are based on numerical weather prediction (NWP) data, which are converted into channel 
characteristics using mainly physical models contained in the Recommendations from ITU-R [2]. 

The CFST relies on weather forecast products. Weather forecasting algorithms (e.g. rain cell tracking 
extrapolations) have not been included in the CFST at this stage. 

The study includes the use of various NWP models with different parameters and spatial and temporal 
resolutions; and the analysis of the different obtained results. The attenuation forecasts are validated 
through comparisons with the Propagation Database. The differences are quantified and the possible 
causes are discussed. 

 

1.2. State of the art 

The idea of short-term satellite channel characteristics forecast has existed among the community of 
satellite operators and related research entities for some time [6], with different approaches such as: 

• Short-term forecast based on previously measured attenuation values 

• Short-term forecast based on weather data 

This thesis focuses on the second approach, which uses weather forecast data and provides a forecast of 
the satellite link attenuation. For this method the work by Hodges and Watson (2006-2009) [7] [8] is to 
be mentioned. 

Other relevant studies for different applications include: 

Paraboni et al. (2009) [9] discussed the control of the radiation of a multispot satellite antenna to 
counteract the time variant atmospheric attenuation while keeping at minimum the number of users 
which do not receive enough signal level. Quasi instantaneous pictures representing the weather 
situation across the served region were used. 

Biscarini et al. (2015) [10] found that using short-term radio-meteorological forecasts, yearly data 
volume return can be increased more than 20 % if daily weather forecasts, rather than monthly 
climatological statistics, are exploited. 

Jeannin et al. (2017) [11] proposed various propagation forecast mechanisms for the control of the 
switching between gateways in smart diversity configuration.  

Dahman et al. (2018) [12] demonstrated the valuable contribution of probabilistic weather forecasting 
in the optimization of the availability and throughput of satellite communications systems. 

One of the major difficulties highlighted by those studies is that the attenuation induced by rain on 
Earth–space links is not strongly correlated to the NWP model outputs due to the model accuracy and 
its limited spatial and temporal resolutions. On the other hand, the advantage of using NWP data is that 
the spatial correlation and dynamic behavior of the attenuation fields are inherited from the 
meteorological environment. 

The NWP models have improved significantly during recent years, enabling the forecast of occurrence 
and duration of attenuation events. This forecast can be used to manage the resources and optimize the 
efficiency of satellite communications systems, employing techniques such as gateway switching and 
variable coding and modulation (VCM) downlink. These techniques provide a dynamic fade margin 
adjusting the link budget to the propagation environment. 
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1.3. Methodology and outline of the thesis 

The research methodology of the present thesis can be summarized by its outline as follows: 

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical background, describing the atmospheric effects on the propagation of 
radio waves and the current channel models for satellite communications systems. 

Chapter 3 describes the creation of the Propagation Database for channel modelling and attenuation 
forecast assessment. The relevant parameters are listed. The two propagation measurement campaigns 
object of this thesis are presented. Important guidelines for propagation measurement are given. The 
data processing and analysis are described. Finally, propagation measurement results are compared with 
the current standard channel models. 

Chapter 4 focuses on the main objective of this thesis: The Channel Forecast Software Tool for short-
term satellite channel characteristics forecast. The input NWP forecast models and products are 
described. The software architecture and conversion algorithms from meteorological data into channel 
characteristics are detailed. The attenuation forecasts are validated comparing them with the 
measurements in the Propagation Database. Their accuracy is analyzed using several metrics and the 
obtained results and possible causes are discussed. 

Chapter 5 contains the conclusion and outlook. 

Chapter 6 lists the conference and journal contributions published during the elaboration of the thesis. 

Finally, in the Annexes, the frequency bands nomenclature is explained; and the satellite link budget 
formulas are given. 
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2. Theoretical background 
This chapter presents the different atmospheric effects on the propagation of radio waves and the current 
standard channel models for satellite communications systems contained in the ITU-R 
Recommendations [2]. 

 

2.1. Atmospheric radiowave propagation effects  

The main effects of the troposphere on radiowave propagation are attenuation (by gases, clouds and 
mainly precipitation), scintillation and depolarization [1]. 

 

2.1.1. Gaseous attenuation 

The Oxygen in dry air and the water vapour are the gaseous components of the atmosphere that are 
relevant to the propagation of electromagnetic waves due to their resonant absorption of energy from 
the electromagnetic wave for frequencies between 10 and 350 GHz. Atmospheric gases also affect the 
radiocommunication adding atmospheric noise to the link. 

Oxygen is a paramagnetic molecule characterized by resonance peaks located in the frequency band 
from 50 to 70 GHz, at 118.74 GHz and at other lines at frequencies higher than 300 GHz.  

Water vapour is a polar molecule with resonance peaks located at 22.23, 183 GHz, and at several other 
higher frequency lines in the millimeter-wave and infrared spectral regions (i.e. 30-300 GHz and 0.3-
400 THz respectively). 

The specific attenuation of dry air (Oxygen) and water vapour (H2O) over the frequency range from 1 
to 350 GHz is illustrated in Figure 1. Such attenuation does not include contributions from rain or cloud 
liquid and the values are referred to the sea level, using the atmospheric standard model [13]. The total 
gaseous specific attenuation consists of the contribution of both dry air and water vapour. 

 

 

Figure 1: Gaseous specific attenuation due to dry air (Oxygen) and water vapour (H2O) [18] 
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Several phenomena, such as the pressure and the Doppler line broadening effect, affect the molecular 
natural line widths. Therefore, the line shapes of these molecules result to be complex functions of 
meteorological parameters such as pressure, temperature and water vapour density. For example, 
gaseous attenuation increases with decreasing temperature. 

Oxygen concentration, which is weakly dependent on the inverse of temperature, is almost constant and 
varies slightly over the globe. On the contrary, the amount of water vapour, being a function of 
temperature and atmospheric conditions, is highly variable and its main effect is measured in a 
broadened band around the H2O absorption line at 22.23 GHz. The attenuation due to water vapour 
exhibits noticeable daily, seasonal and geographical variations. 

 

2.1.2. Cloud and fog attenuation 

The attenuation due to clouds is not as strong as the rain attenuation, although it is more prevalent. In 
Graz (Austria), at 40 GHz, the attenuation due to clouds and rain are approximately equal during 95% 
of the time [3]. 

Clouds consist of suspended water droplets of size from 1 to 100 µm. The cloud particles are typically 
in water form above 0°C and in ice form below -20° to -40°C, depending on the cloud type. In the 
intermediate range of temperatures, both ice and water particles are in mixed form. The attenuation 
caused by ice clouds can be neglected in the microwave range (i.e. 3-30 GHz).  

Due to the small size of the water droplets in comparison with the wavelength at the microwave range 
(i.e. 1-10 cm), the Rayleigh approximation of the Mie scattering theory can be used to calculate the 
attenuation caused by clouds. Cloud attenuation is highly variable and depends on the spatial dimensions 
of the clouds along the path (base height and thickness), their liquid water content and the temperature 
and drop size distribution of the water droplets. The cloud liquid water content depends on the type of 
cloud and varies between 0.1 and 2 g/m3. However, also within the cloud, the liquid water content is 
highly variable (it is assumed to have the maximum at the cloud base height and diminish towards the 
top of the cloud). 

Non-precipitating clouds and clouds producing stratiform rain have limited vertical but, on the average, 
large horizontal extents. The structure of convective clouds, such as occur in thunderstorms, is very 
complicated. Here, distinct regions for updrafts (large suspended water droplet concentration) and 
downdrafts (large point rain rate), as well as irregular horizontal structure, have to be distinguished. 

Cloud attenuation increases with frequency and with decreasing elevation angle [1]. 

Attenuation due to fog is extremely low at frequencies below 100 GHz. The liquid water density in fog 
is typically 0.05 g/m3 for medium fog (visibility in the range of 300 m) and 0.5 g/m3 in the case of dense 
fog (visibility in the range of 50 m). Since the slant path length through fog is reduced even for low 
elevation angles, the attenuation due to fog can be neglected for links at frequencies below 100 GHz. 

 

2.1.3. Rain attenuation 

Attenuation due to rain is the most important propagation effect to be considered in the design of satellite 
communications systems because of its high variability and impact on the provided quality of service 
(QoS).  

Drop diameters (0.1-6 mm) and millimeter wavelengths (1-10 mm) are comparable, thus causing 
appreciable interactions due to Mie absorption and scattering. Rain affects propagation causing 
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fluctuating attenuation of the transmitted signal. The higher the frequency, the larger is the attenuation 
caused by raindrops.  

Rain causes also signal depolarization in the case of large raindrops due to the non-spherical shape of 
the rain droplets. Furthermore, the presence of ice crystals and ice clouds can influence the strength of 
this effect to a large extend [1]. 

The rain specific attenuation [dB/km] depends on the rain rate, the drop size distribution and on the 
temperature, terminal velocity and shape of the raindrops. Other important aspects are the structure of 
the rain fields (stratiform or convective), the 0°C isotherm height and the melting layer contribution. 

Widespread steady rain occurs more uniformly and favors small drop sizes (<= 1 mm diameter) which 
stay in the air longer. Heavy showers are more localized, favor larger drops, and occur less frequently. 
Since rain variability in space and time is very significant, only the knowledge of the characteristics of 
raindrops in each point of the path would allow the accurate calculation of the link attenuation, but this 
information is rarely available. Instruments like disdrometers provide fine information about 
precipitation, such as its granularity in terms of drop size distribution and fall velocity of the 
hydrometeors [14], but these are point measurements not completely representative of the characteristics 
of rain along the full path length. 

 

2.1.4. Scintillation 

Tropospheric scintillation affects Earth-space links above 10 GHz causing rapid fluctuations of the 
received signal amplitude due to small-scale refractive index inhomogeneities induced by atmospheric 
turbulence in the propagation path. The intensity of tropospheric scintillation depends on the magnitude 
and structure of the refractive index variations; it increases with frequency and path length and decreases 
with decreasing antenna beamwidth due to aperture averaging. 

At first approximation, the refraction index structure of the troposphere can be considered horizontally 
stratified, with variations in the form of small layers that change with altitude. Signal slant paths with 
low elevation angles, hence highly oblique to the layer structure, are more affected by the tropospheric 
scintillation. 

Tropospheric scintillation is an essentially random phenomenon that cannot be predicted [7]. The 
amplitude of scintillation follows a Gaussian distribution and the standard deviation of scintillation 
calculated over a few minutes follows a Lognormal or Gamma distribution. 

Scintillation in satellite links occurs during both clear-sky and rainy periods. During rain events the 
description of the process responsible for scintillation becomes more complex since parameters like the 
rain rate, drop size distribution, scattering, wind gusts, different air masses etc. additionally influence 
the amplitude fluctuations. For this reason, most scientific analyses focus on scintillation during clear-
sky conditions [15]. 

The most significant scintillation effects are mainly attributed to strong turbulences in clouds and occur 
usually around noon. The troposphere characteristics related to scintillation are the vertical profiles of 
temperature and humidity, the presence of clouds and the wind speed. 
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2.2. Atmospheric propagation models 

The ITU-R Recommendation P.618-13 “Propagation data and prediction methods required for the 
design of Earth-space telecommunication systems” [16] contains, in section 2.5, the model for the 
prediction of the total attenuation statistics (attenuation exceeded during a certain percentage of time) 
for frequencies above 18 GHz. 

The total atmospheric attenuation is the sum of the attenuation by multiple sources. The model is 
dependent on a number of other ITU-R prediction models, which are: 

• Total attenuation in ITU-R P.618-13 

o Rain attenuation in ITU-R P.618-13 

 Rain height in ITU-R P.839-4 

 Rain intensity in ITU-R P.837-7 

 Specific rain attenuation in P.838-3 

o Cloud attenuation in ITU-R P.840-7 

o Gaseous attenuation in ITU-R P.676-12 

 Integrated water vapour content in ITU-R P.836-5 

o Scintillation in ITU-R P.618-13 

 Wet term of the radio refractivity in ITU-R P.453-14 

ITU-R P.618-13 contains also the prediction method to compute the joint attenuation statistics in site 
diversity systems with multiple ground stations. 

Table 1 summarizes the parameters input to the models. 

 

2.2.1. Gaseous attenuation 

The specific gaseous attenuation in dB/km can be calculated according to the line-by-line model of 
Liebe [17]. The calculation requires vertical profiles of temperature, pressure and relative humidity. 

The Recommendation ITU-R P.676-12 [18] provides a method to estimate the attenuation of 
atmospheric gases on terrestrial and slant paths computed by summation of individual absorption lines. 
The method is valid for the frequency range 1-1 000 GHz. The specific gaseous attenuation is given by: 

 

𝛾𝛾 = 𝛾𝛾𝑂𝑂 + 𝛾𝛾𝑊𝑊 = 0.1820𝑓𝑓(𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂′′ (𝑓𝑓) +𝑁𝑁𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑊𝑊 𝑉𝑉𝑊𝑊𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑊𝑊
′′ (𝑓𝑓)) [dB/km] 

 

were γO and γW are the specific attenuations [dB/km] due to dry air (Oxygen, pressure-induced Nitrogen 
and non-resonant Debye attenuation) and water vapour, respectively; f is the frequency [GHz], and 
N’’Oxygen(f) and N’’Water Vapour(f) are the imaginary parts of the frequency-dependent complex 
refractivities.  

It is worth noting that, as the refractive index changes, the slant path suffers from ray bending. 
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2.2.2. Cloud and fog attenuation 

The specific attenuation of clouds in dB/km can be calculated using the methods presented by Liebe et 
al. [19] and Salonen and Uppala [20]. Detailed information on pressure, temperature, humidity and 
mixing ratios along the path is needed to apply the physical models. 

The Recommendation ITU-R P.840-8 [21] provides methods to predict the attenuation due to clouds 
and fog on Earth-space paths. 

The first part of the cloud attenuation estimation is the detection of the cloud. If the relative humidity at 
a certain height is greater than the critical humidity, a cloud is detected. The critical humidity, Uc, can 
be expressed as: 

 

𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶 = 1 − 𝜎𝜎(1 − 𝜎𝜎)�1 + √3(𝜎𝜎 − 0.5)�  [%] 

 

where σ is the ratio of pressure at the considered height to the surface pressure. 

For clouds or fog consisting entirely of small droplets, generally less than 0.01 cm, the Rayleigh 
approximation is valid for frequencies below 200 GHz, making it possible to express the attenuation in 
terms of the total liquid water content per volume unit. Thus, the specific attenuation within a cloud or 
fog can be written as: 

 

𝛾𝛾𝐶𝐶(𝑓𝑓,𝑇𝑇) = 𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙(𝑓𝑓,𝑇𝑇)𝑀𝑀  [dB/km] 

 

where f is the frequency [GHz], T is the cloud liquid water temperature [K], M is liquid water density in 
the cloud or fog [g/m3] and Kl is the cloud liquid water specific attenuation coefficient [(dB/km)/(g/m3)], 
which section 2 of the recommendation explains how to obtain. 

It should be noted that attenuation due to fog is only significant at frequencies of the order of 100 GHz 
and above. 

 

2.2.3. Rain attenuation 

The Recommendation ITU-R P.838-3 [22] allows calculating the attenuation due to rain from the 
knowledge of rain rates. The specific attenuation γR [dB/km] is obtained from the rain rate R [mm/h] 
using the power-law relationship: 

 

𝛾𝛾𝑅𝑅 = 𝑘𝑘𝑅𝑅𝛼𝛼 [dB/km] 

 

Values for the coefficients k and α, derived from scattering calculations, are determined as functions of 
frequency [GHz] in the range from 1 to 1000 GHz. 
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2.2.4. Scintillation 

The Recommendation ITU-R P.618-13 [16] includes a method for the prediction of the cumulative 
distribution of tropospheric scintillation. The model depends on the signal frequency, elevation angle, 
earth station antenna diameter and efficiency; and average surface ambient temperature and relative 
humidity. When experimental meteorological data are not available, the maps of Nwet in 
Recommendation ITU-R P.453-14 [24] may be used. 

The procedure has been tested at frequencies between 7 and 14 GHz and is recommended for 
applications up to at least 20 GHz. 

 

2.2.5. Site diversity 

Intense rain cells that cause large attenuation values on Earth-space links often have horizontal 
dimensions of no more than a few kilometers. Diversity systems able to re-route traffic to alternate 
ground stations (or with access to a satellite with extra on-board resources available for temporary 
allocation) can improve the system reliability considerably. 

The Recommendation ITU-R P.618-13 [16] contains the prediction method to compute the joint 
probability of exceeding attenuation thresholds, based on the work of Paraboni (2002) [23]. 

The method assumes log-normal distributions of rain intensity and rain attenuation; and 
predicts 𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊(𝐴𝐴1 ≥ 𝑎𝑎1,𝐴𝐴2 ≥ 𝑎𝑎2), i.e. the joint probability that the attenuation on the path to the first site 
is greater than a1 and the attenuation on the path to the second site is greater than a2. This joint probability 
is the product of two joint probabilities:  

 

𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊(𝐴𝐴1 ≥ 𝑎𝑎1,𝐴𝐴2 ≥ 𝑎𝑎2) = 100 ×  𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊 × 𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊 [%] 

 

were Pr is the joint probability that it is raining at both sites; and Pa is the conditional joint probability 
that the attenuations a1 and a2 are exceeded at site 1 and site 2 respectively, given that it is raining at 
both sites. 
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Table 1: Atmospheric propagation models summary 

Model Input parameters 

Gaseous Attenuation: 

ITU-R P.676-12 

Pressure [hPa] 

Temperature [°C] 

Water vapour density [g/m^3] 

Cloud Attenuation: 

ITU-R P.840-7 

Temperature [K] 

Liquid water density in the cloud or fog [g/m^3] 

Total columnar content of liquid water statistics [kg/m^2]. An estimate can 
be obtained from the maps in this same Recommendation 

Rain Attenuation: 

ITU-R P.618-13 

R0.01: point rain rate [mm/h] (with 60 s integration time) for 0.01 % of an 
average year. If this long-term statistic cannot be obtained from local data 
sources, an estimate can be obtained from the maps of rain rate given in 
Recommendation ITU-R P.837-7 

Rain height [km], measured or as given in Recommendation ITU-R P.839-4 

Height above mean sea level of the ground station [km]  

Latitude of the ground station [°] 

It uses the specific attenuation model for rain in ITU-R P.838-3 

Attenuation due to 
Scintillation: 

ITU-R P.618-13 

Diameter of the ground station antenna [m] 

Antenna efficiency [%] 

Wet term of the radio refractivity. It can be derived from the global numerical 
map provided by the recommendation ITU-R P.453-14 [24] 

Total attenuation: 

ITU-R P.618-13 

𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇(𝑝𝑝) = 𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺(𝑝𝑝) +�(𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅(𝑝𝑝) + 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶(𝑝𝑝))2 + 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆(𝑝𝑝)2 

Update: to take into account the fact that a large part of the cloud and gaseous 
attenuation is already included in the rain attenuation prediction for time 
percentages below 5 %, Eq. 61 and Eq. 62 in the Recommendation are 
replaced by: 

𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶(𝑝𝑝 < 5 %) = 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶(5 %) 

𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺(𝑝𝑝 < 5 %) = 𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺(5 %) 

Site diversity: 

ITU-R P.618-13 

𝐴𝐴1(𝑝𝑝): Attenuation exceeded for the site 1 [dB] 

𝐴𝐴2(𝑝𝑝): Attenuation exceeded for the site 2 [dB] 

measured or computed according to ITU-R P.618-13 section 2.2.1.1 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃1: Probability of rain for the site 1 [%] 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃2: Probability of rain for the site 2 [%] 

measured or obtained from ITU-R P.837-7 

d: distance between the two sites [km] 
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3. Radiowave propagation measurement: the Propagation Database 
This chapter describes the creation of the Propagation Database for satellite channel modelling and 
attenuation forecast assessment. 

 

3.1. Propagation Database introduction 

The use of high frequencies (Ka band and above) for high throughput satellite (HTS) communication 
systems requires the characterization of the atmospheric propagation effects at these bands (attenuation, 
signal scintillation and depolarization). 

The design and employment of advanced propagation impairment mitigation techniques (PIMTs), 
consisting on the adaptive reallocation of system resources to counteract atmospheric phenomena [25], 
require multidimensional channel modelling (i.e. the joint distribution of propagation parameters in 
space, time and frequency) which were initially addressed by previous propagation experiments such as 
the OLYMPUS and ITALSAT campaigns [26], [27]. 

The availability of experimental data is critical for the development and test of statistical models. In 
addition to satellite beacon measurements, ancillary datasets are used, including measurements from 
radiometers, disdrometers and weather stations. The processed and validated propagation parameters 
conform the Propagation Database of the present thesis, which is employed to: 

• Submit experimental statistics to ITU-R Study Group 3. 

• Test and improve channel models for Ka- and Q/V-band satellite communications systems. 

• Validate the attenuation forecasts of the Channel Forecast Tool (Chapter 4.3). 

 

3.2. Relevant propagation parameters 

The satellite link parameters to be considered are: 

• Characteristics of the transmitter and receiver terminals, including the footprint of the satellite 
beacon, antenna patterns and pointing and tracking accuracy. 

• Geometry of the link depending on the satellite orbit and ground station location, resulting in 
elevation and azimuth pointing angles. 

• Radiowave characteristics, including the beacon signal frequency and polarization. 

• Weather parameters obtained from ITU-R maps, ECMWF data or local NWP data products 
concurrent to the campaign execution. 

The propagation effects on the transmitted signal were discussed in Chapter 2.1; Table 2 summarizes 
the related meteorological parameters. 

Table 3 lists the measurement instruments and the corresponding measured and derived parameters for 
radiowave propagation analysis and modelling. 
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Table 2: Atmospheric propagation effects and related meteorological parameters 

Propagation effects Related meteorological parameters 

Gaseous attenuation Water vapour content 
Humidity 
Pressure 
Temperature 

Cloud attenuation Cloud base height 
Cloud thickness 
Cloud liquid water content 
Cloud drop size distribution 

Rain attenuation Rain rate 
Drop size distribution 
Stratiform or convective rain 
0°C isotherm height 
Melting layer contribution 

Scintillation Temperature profile 
Humidity profile  
Presence of clouds 
Wind speed 

 

 

Table 3: Propagation measurement devices and parameters 

Measurement device Measured parameters Retrieved parameters 

Beacon receiver Beacon signal In-excess attenuation 
Scintillation 

Radiometer Brightness temperature Total attenuation 
Temperature profile 
Humidity profile 
Integrated water vapour content 
Integrated liquid water content 

Weather station Pressure 
Temperature 
Relative humidity 
Wind speed and direction 

Absolute humidity 

Rain gauge Rain amount Rain rate 
2D-Video-Disdrometer Single particle parameters Drop size distribution 

Velocity distribution 
Rain type 
Rain rate 
Reflectivity 

NWP Pressure profile 
Temperature profile 
Relative humidity profile 
Wind speed and direction 
profile 

Water vapour content profile 
Liquid water content profile 
Specific attenuation 
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3.3. Propagation measurement campaigns 

The two propagation measurement campaigns object of this thesis are presented in this chapter. 

 

3.3.1. Alphasat Aldo Paraboni Scientific Experiment 

To study the atmospheric propagation effects, Alphasat, the most powerful European 
telecommunications satellite, embarks the Aldo Paraboni Payload (TDP5), including two beacon signals 
at Ka and Q band (19.7 and 39.4 GHz respectively). Please see “Annex I: Frequency bands” for the 
nomenclature used in this thesis. 

Alphasat was successfully launched on July 25, 2013. It is located in geosynchronous orbit (GEO) at 
25° E longitude with variable inclination not exceeding ±3°. The performances of the payload were 
assessed during the in-orbit test (IOT) phase [28]. The beacon signals are unmodulated and coherent, 
i.e. generated from a common frequency reference. 

 

Experimental site locations 

The measurement site at the Hilmwarte Tower (Graz, Austria: 47.08 N, 15.46 E, 468 m a.m.s.l.) hosts 
the Alphasat Communication Ground Station and ancillary equipment to measure the weather and 
atmospheric situation, including a 2D-Video-Disdrometer, a weather station and an Atmospheric 
Propagation and Profiling System (ATPROP): a highly stable microwave radiometer system to assess 
radio propagation in the spectral range from 15 to 90 GHz.  

Detailed information about the design, performances and arrangement of the instruments is given in [3]. 
The main aspects in relation with the Propagation Database for the assessment of the Channel Forecast 
Tool are summarized in the following sections. 

 

Beacon receiver 

A beacon receiver records the amplitude of an unmodulated continuous wave (CW) (i.e. an 
electromagnetic wave of constant amplitude and frequency) through the troposphere, this way the 
downlink fading can be measured and characterized. 

The Alphasat Communication Ground Station (Figure 2) incorporates a 3 m Q/V-band Cassegrain 
antenna with 59.2 dB gain, 34.3 dB/K G/T and 0.17° half power beam width (HPBW) at 39.4 GHz. 
Satellite tracking is executed in program track mode based on OEM data. 

A software defined radio (SDR) platform is used for the beacon receiver. The Q-band beacon power, 
frequency and noise are recorded with a resolution of 100 ms and a dynamic range larger than 45 dB. 

Beacon receiver in-excess attenuation measurements stored in the Propagation Database are then used 
to validate the rain attenuation forecasts of the Channel Forecast Tool.  

Table 4 presents the link budget parameters. The relevant formulas are given for reference in Annex II: 
Satellite link budget formulas. 
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Figure 2: Left: Alphasat ground station. Right: ATPROP microwave radiometer. Both located in the 

Hilmwarte Tower in Graz (Austria) 

 

 

Table 4: Alphasat beacon receiver link budget 

Beacon frequency [GHz] 39.402 

Beacon EIRP [dBW] 26.5 

Distance to satellite [km] 38171 

Free space losses [dB] 215.9 

Atmospheric mean radiating temperature [K] 270 

Elevation angle [°] 35.09 

Gaseous attenuation exceeded 75 % of time [dB] 0.5 

Sky noise [K] 36.2 

Antenna noise temperature [K] 66.2 

Antenna gain [dB] 59.2 

LNA noise figure [dB] 2.32 

System noise temperature [K] 271 

Antenna gain-to-noise-temperature: G/T [dB/K] 34.3 

Carrier-to-noise-density ratio: C/N0 [dB/Hz] 72.7 

Receiver bandwidth [Hz] 20 

Carrier-to-noise ratio: C/N [dB] 59 

Dynamic range [dB] 46 
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Radiometer 

The radiometer used during this activity is ATPROP [29], which was located in the Hilmwarte Tower 
in Graz (Austria), pointing to Alphasat, co-located to the Alphasat Communication Ground Station 
(Figure 2). 

ATPROP covers four frequency bands: 15.3 GHz (Ku band), 22-32 GHz (Ka band), 51-58 GHz (V 
band), and 90 GHz (W band) with a total number of 16 frequency channels, allowing the investigation 
of the sky noise and attenuation due to emission of atmospheric components such as gases and 
hydrometeors. The brightness temperatures are measured at the radiometer frequencies at 1 sample per 
second. 

A key feature realized in ATPROP is the calibration front-end, comprising a noise injection (gain drift 
calibration) and a magnetically switchable Dicke reference (system noise temperature drift 
compensation). The continuous calibration cycles (5 per second) are adjusted to yield an optimum 
radiometric resolution of < 0.2 K RMSE (one second integration time) and long-term stability. 
Additionally, tip curves are implemented in the acquisition procedure allowing the calibration of the Ka-
band channels. 

Radiometer total attenuation measurements stored in the Propagation Database are then used to validate 
the gaseous and cloud attenuation forecasts of the Channel Forecast Tool. 

 

Disdrometer 

A disdrometer is an instrument used to measure the drop size distribution (DSD) of falling hydrometeors 
(i.e. N(D): the number of drops of diameter in a bin D  D + dD within a unit volume of space), among 
other parameters. 

The 2DVD is an optical 2D-Video-Disdrometer developed by JOANNEUM RESEARCH in 
cooperation with ESA/ESTEC. It measures single particle parameters and derives DSD, rain rate and 
other precipitation parameters with an adjustable integration time [14]. 

Disdrometer measurements have shown that the rain attenuation does not depend exclusively on the rain 
rate but also on the shape of the DSD [30]. 

The disdrometer is located beneath the satellite slant path at 200 m linear distance from the Alphasat 
Ground Station. 

Disdrometer measurements stored in the Propagation Database are then used to validate NWP rain 
amount data and forecasts. 

 

Measurement setup in Madrid 

The Research Group GTIC-Radiocommunications of Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM) 
participates in the Alphasat Propagation Experiment measuring the Q-Band beacon at 39.4 GHz [31], 
[32]. The Alphasat receiver developed by UPM makes use of a commercial 0.9 m diameter antenna with 
48 dB gain and a SDR beacon receiver that measures the signal level at 18.78 samples per second. The 
receiver margin is 38 dB. The Ka-band beacon at 19.68 GHz on-board the KA-SAT satellite is also 
measured. Zenith tropospheric delay data are used to compute the total atmospheric attenuation. 

As part of the thesis, collaboration was stablished through a “Scientific Mission” in April 2016. The 
measurements were included in the Propagation Database and then used to validate the attenuation 
forecasts of the Channel Forecast Tool. 
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3.3.2. Ka-band Tropical Propagation Campaign 

Countries located in tropical climates are particularly interested in satellite communications systems, 
because they can provide telecommunications services to vast regions without the need to install large 
and costly terrestrial networks.  

Due to the increasing demand for broadband communication systems and the radio spectrum congestion 
at lower frequencies (Ku band in particular), the operation of current satellite multimedia 
communication systems is moving to higher bands, i.e. Ka, Q/V and W. Please see “Annex I: Frequency 
bands” for the nomenclature used in this thesis. 

The accuracy of channel models is critical for the design of satellite communications systems, and those 
currently used at frequencies higher than 10 GHz have been tested and validated using measurements 
carried out mostly exclusively in regions like Europe, Northern America and Japan (e.g. OTS, 
OLYMPUS, SIRIO, ITALSAT, COMSTAR, ACTS, etc.). Consequently, the actual performance of 
propagation models for higher frequencies in tropical regions is still not defined. 

The climatic differences affect atmospheric propagation parameters including gaseous, cloud and rain 
attenuation; sky noise emission; fade slope and duration; and site diversity.  

The propagation campaign presented in this chapter aims to assess the accuracy of current propagation 
prediction models for satellite communications at Ka band in tropical regions. 

 

Experimental site locations 

Due to the geographical location, the climate in Malaysia is characterized by uniform temperature and 
pressure, high humidity and abundant rainfall: the average annual amount of rain is 2340 mm. 

The experimental locations for site diversity measurements are the premises of Universiti Teknologi 
Malaysia (UTM) (1.561° N, 103.645° E, 80 m a.m.s.l.) and Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia 
(UTHM) (1.858° N, 103.089° E, 80 m a.m.s.l.). The elevation angles of the receiving antennas are 
25.49° and 26.09° respectively. The distance between the two sites is 70 km, as shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Ka-band Tropical experimental site locations 
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The Syracuse 3A satellite orbital position is 47° E. The beacon has a frequency of 20.245 GHz and right 
hand circular polarization (RHCP). The transmitted power is 1 W, with a horn antenna gain of 20 dB at 
the center of the coverage area (approximately 17 dB at the experimental site locations). 

Detailed information about the design, performances and arrangement of the instruments is given in [5]. 
The main aspects in relation with the Propagation Database are summarized in the following sections. 

 

Beacon receiver 

The beacon receivers were designed to measure the Syracuse 3A beacon signal with enough accuracy 
and dynamic range. The receiver is composed of an Outdoor Unit including the antenna and the low 
noise block (LNB); and an Indoor Unit housing the GPS-synchronized 10 MHz reference frequency 
source, the Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP), and the Signal Processing and Controller 
Computer. 

Uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) are used in order to minimize the data loss in case of power supply 
failures.  

The Prodelin 1-piece offset antenna has a diameter of 1.2 m, 45.9 dBi gain and a half power beam width 
(HPBW) of 0.9°. The antenna was equipped with a protection to avoid the accumulation of rain droplets 
on the feed window. These undesired drops could lead to additional attenuation during rain events, 
gradually decreasing afterwards, over the period needed for the rain drops to evaporate. Figure 4 shows 
the antenna installed at the first site (UTM). 

The LNB performs the conditioning and down conversion of the received signal. A state-of-the-art 
review was performed focusing on noise figure, gain variation with temperature and frequency stability. 
The selected LNB by ACORDE has 60 dB gain with 1.3 dB noise figure and a gain variation with 
temperature of ±1.5 dB over the whole operating range (-20º C to +55º C). 

For beacon signal measurement, a USRP was chosen: the USRP-N210 by ETTUS Research. Its 
daughterboard performs the second down conversion into an intermediate frequency around 10 kHz. 
The Ka-band beacon power, frequency and noise are recorded with a resolution of 165 ms and a dynamic 
range larger than 25 dB. 

The performance of the beacon receivers was verified during the testing phase. The linearity and 
dynamic range were assessed, and the obtained results cross-checked between the two identical systems. 

Table 5 presents the link budget parameters. The relevant link budget formulas are given for reference 
in Annex II: Satellite link budget formulas. 

Ancillary equipment includes a disdrometer co-located to the beacon receiver on the rooftop of the UTM 
antenna laboratory (Figure 4); as well as a weather station measuring rain rate, air temperature, pressure, 
relative humidity, wind speed and wind direction. 
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Figure 4: Left: Antenna system. Right: 2DVD. Both installed at the first site (UTM) 

 

 

Table 5: Ka-band Tropical beacon receiver link budget 

Beacon frequency [GHz] 20.245 

Beacon EIRP [dBW] 17 

Distance to satellite [km] 38965 

Free space losses [dB] 210.38 

Atmospheric mean radiating temperature [K] 270 

Elevation angle [°] 26.09 

Gaseous attenuation exceeded 75 % of time [dB] 1.77 

Sky noise [K] 92.17 

Antenna noise temperature [K] 122.17 

Antenna gain [dB] 45.9 

LNA noise figure [dB] 1.3 

System noise temperature [K] 238.14 

Antenna gain-to-noise-temperature: G/T [dB/K] 21.63 

Carrier-to-noise-density ratio: C/N0 [dB/Hz] 55.07 

Receiver bandwidth [Hz] 6 

Carrier-to-noise ratio: C/N [dB] 47.29 

Dynamic range [dB] 27 
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3.4. Propagation measurement guidelines and lessons learned 

The main requirement of a propagation experiment is to perform the measurements for a period of time 
long enough to reduce the statistical uncertainty at the target system availability. 

Important information, practical guidelines and “lessons learned” regarding measurement equipment 
and data acquisition are given in this chapter to help carrying out a successful propagation campaign. 

 

3.4.1. General considerations 

All instruments should be fixed to the ground or to a stand with heavy weights in order to avoid problems 
in case of very strong wind. 

Access for troubleshooting and maintenance (e.g. lubrication, cleaning, etc.) shall be easy and with low 
dismantling effort. 

Consumables (e.g. radiometer radomes, disdrometer bulbs, etc.) are to be kept in stock in appropriate 
amount. 

Measures shall be taken to prevent damages by birds and insects. 

It must be guaranteed that all measured time series are synchronized to UTC. 

It should be possible to remotely control and manage all instruments, as well as retrieving the scientific 
data. 

 

3.4.2. Measurement instrumentation 

Beacon receivers 

Beacon receivers are either single- or multi-frequency, and single- or dual-polarization receivers. 

The fundamental characteristics of a beacon receiver are high and stable gain, low noise front-end, low 
phase noise and low crosstalk between down conversion chains. 

If a coherent receiver is used (i.e. one which shares components for different frequencies), the isolation 
between signal chains must be carefully assessed. On the other hand, the advantage of this kind of 
receivers is that deeper fades can be measured at the higher frequency while the receiver is locked at the 
lower one.  

It is recommended to install the beacon receiver indoors in order to minimize the impact of the weather 
on the receiver (e.g. wind gusts, condensation, etc.). If this is not possible, the front-end (LNB) must be 
as close as possible to the antenna and then the amplified intermediate frequency (IF) can be routed 
indoors. 

Operating outdoors in windy conditions requires a very robust and stable antenna mount, as wind gusts 
can cause noticeable signal variations when cheap mounts are used. 

Cassegrain and offset dish antennae are the best solutions to mount the front-end close to the feed. 

It is important to keep the feed window dry and protected from rain. Accumulated rain causes additional 
attenuation that can reach a few dB depending on the frequency. A feed blower is advised. 

The RF modules of the receiver, namely the LNA, mixer and PLO, must be thermally isolated in order 
to prevent gain and frequency fluctuations. 
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The antenna tracking system must have enough resolution in order to avoid beacon signal fluctuations 
caused by large tracking steps. 

A two-stage air filter system shall be used for the ground station equipment. First for the room and 
secondly for the equipment. This helps reducing the dust ingress and eases the maintenance. 

Spare units shall be kept in stock for critical ground station components (e.g. amplifiers, etc.) if 
economically viable. If this is too expensive, it should be investigated how to procure them at minimum 
delivery time during the ongoing campaign. 

All exposed cables must be plastic-coated and inserted in a protecting weather-resistant plastic sleeve. 
All solderings must be protected from air flow as they suffer degradation with time. 

All equipment shall be inspected for water infiltration following the first rainstorm after installation. 

The autonomy of the UPS shall be assessed. There shall be a plan to obtain spare power in case of 
extended mains failure. 

A clone of the acquisition computer (or at least a disk clone) must be available for immediate exchange 
in case of failure; as well as spare parts for affordable hardware components. 

For a better management of the station and later data processing, housekeeping data must be recorded, 
including temperatures, voltages, oscillator locking status, antenna pointing angles, etc. 

 

Radiometers 

Standard microwave radiometers incorporate a heated blower system which prevents the accumulation 
of water/ice on the radome during dew formation periods or light to moderate rain cases. The operator 
should have the heater turned when the relative humidity is higher than 70 %. 

After the initial instrument setup, the operator should perform detailed scans at varying elevation and 
azimuth angles in order to identify possible RF interferences. 

In order to guarantee the possibility of a full data post-processing, the operator should always store all 
calibration parameters and level-0 products (i.e. voltages). 

A webcam monitoring the outdoor parts of the instrument, especially the microwave transparent radome, 
should be seen as imperative for successfully carrying out and interpreting measurements. 

 

Disdrometers 

The disdrometer data must be pre-processed in order to remove false rain detections such as: any non-
rain particles (e.g. snow particles with large diameter and low velocity), splashed drops after hitting 
instrument surfaces, particles falling through the edges of the sample area and eventual system artefacts. 
The preferred approach when using video disdrometers is to compare the relationship between the fall 
velocity of the particles and their diameter against widely accepted models in the literature such as Atlas 
et al. and Gunn, R. and G. Kinzer [14]. 

 

Ground meteorological instruments 

The temperature, pressure and relative humidity measurements shall take place at 2 m above the ground. 

The rain gauges shall be calibrated at least once a year. 
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For propagation purposes, the integration time of the rain rate is 60 s. 

 

3.4.3. Propagation campaign execution 

All instruments shall be supervised remotely every working day to verify their correct operation. Direct 
monitoring of the housekeeping data via Web interface is advised. 

The satellite tracking configuration (OEM file or TLE) must be updated whenever necessary. 

The calibration status of all instruments must be checked and documented periodically. This information 
shall be taken into account during the data processing. 

The acquired time series must be carefully inspected in order to detect potential malfunctions of the 
satellite payload or ground station, such as level spikes or frequency instabilities. This refers also to all 
ground ancillary equipment, so that the operator is able to correct issues immediately, avoiding lengthy 
outages. Such data supervision shall include inspection for outages and basic plausibility checks. 

The beacon receiver daily analysis should include plots and report on the presence and number of signal 
interruptions, spikes, sudden changes of level and correlation of the signal level with temperature and 
humidity in order to evidence any suspicious dependence on ambient conditions. 

The ancillary equipment daily analysis should include plots of rain gauge and meteorological data and 
report on missing or invalid data. 

Electronic logbooks must be kept for all equipment, documenting any irregularity, such as outages due 
to manual calibrations, etc. 

There must be a backup of all acquired data to prevent data loss. Cloud storage can be used for this 
purpose. 

Whenever possible (e.g. after each full month), the obtained results shall be checked against literature 
models. Potential measurement problems might be revealed. 
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3.5. Propagation data processing and analysis 

Standardized data processing and analysis are required in order to put together the results from different 
propagation campaigns and experimental sites for the validation and development of channel models.  

This chapter describes the processing of beacon receiver and ancillary data in order to obtain validated 
time series of attenuation, rain rate and other radio-meteorological parameters. 

The validated time series are then analyzed to compute statistics of the propagation parameters. 

The propagation data processing and analysis consists on different levels which consider different 
datasets stored in the Propagation Database, as shown in Table 6. 

 

Table 6: Propagation data processing levels and datasets stored in the Propagation Database 

Processing level Description 

LEVEL 0: 
 

Measured Instrumental Data 
(MID) 

Raw data acquired and/or retrieved by the measuring 
instruments, (beacon receiver, radiometer, rain gauge, 
disdrometer…) often in several files. 
The instruments provide the timestamps, data and flags in 
private format. 
 

LEVEL 1: 
 

Raw Propagation Data 
(RPD) 

Output of the combination of MID files 
 
Data are referenced to synchronized timestamps. 
Data and validity flags are expressed in standard units and 
format. 
All measurements are grouped in one daily file. 
 

LEVEL 2: 
 

Intermediate Propagation data 
(IPD) 

Output of the first data processing level 
 
Spikes are automatically detected. 
The beacon template is computed and removed. 
Rain rate is computed from the tipping bucket tips. 
Integrated water contents are retrieved from the radiometer 
brightness temperatures. 
Drop size distribution and rain rate are computed from the 
disdrometer single particle parameters. 
The validity flags are verified by visual inspection and cross-
checking measurements from different instruments 
 

LEVEL 3: 
 

Validated Time Series 
(VTS) 

Output of the second data processing level 
 
Time series of propagation parameters (e.g. in-excess and total 
attenuation) are provided referenced to synchronized 
timestamps and with final validity flags. 
 

LEVEL 4: 
 

Analyzed Experimental Statistics 
(AES) 

 

Output of the data analysis 
 
Statistics of the propagation parameters are computed from the 
validated time series (VTS), according to the guidelines and 
data format of ITU-R SG 3 [33]. 
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3.5.1. Processing level 1: MID to RPD 

One RPD file is associated to one day of measurements in one location. It can contain measurements 
from one beacon receiver (either single-frequency or multi-frequency and single-polarization or dual-
polarization) or several beacon receivers associated to this site, plus the measurements from all the 
ancillary equipment.  

The steps carried out during the conversion from MID to RPD are detailed in the following sections. 

 

Timestamp synchronization 

The most appropriate reference time for the measurements is UTC, in order to avoid ambiguities during 
the processing of data from different ground station locations. MID are assumed to be synchronized to 
UTC by GPS, Internet NTP servers or any other means.  

MID from the various instruments contain timestamps in different private formats, for example: 

• BEACON RECEIVER:   UNIX time [ms] 

• ATPROP MWR:   YY , MM , DD , HH , MM , SS 

• DAVIS WEATHER STATION: YYYY.MM.DD-HH:MM:SS 

In order to improve processing performance, when passing from MID to RPD the timestamps are 
converted into the number of centesimal fraction of seconds: Considering that a calendar day begins at 
00:00:00.00 and ends at 23:59:59.99, the resulting RPD will contain measurements referred to a 
common timestamp ranging from 0 to 8639999. 

 

Measured parameters in standard units 

The following tables list the parameters measured by the different instruments expressed in standard 
units. 

• Beacon receiver 

Table 7: Beacon receiver measured parameters stored in RPD file 

Parameter Description Unit Sampling 
time [s] 

AZ Azimuth pointing angle ° 1 
EL Elevation pointing angle ° 1 

For each frequency an polarization channel i: 
VFi Validity flag N/A 0.1 
Fi Beacon frequency GHz 0.1 
Ci Beacon power dB 0.1 

CNi C/N (averaged) dB 0.1 
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• Radiometer 

Table 8: Radiometer measured parameters stored in RPD file 

Parameter Description Unit Sampling 
time [s] 

AZ Azimuth pointing angle ° 1 
EL Elevation pointing angle ° 1 
RF Instrument rain flag N/A 1 

IWV Integrated water vapour mm 1 
LWP Liquid water path mm 1 

ST Ground temperature °C 1 
SP Ground pressure hPa 1 

SRH Ground relative humidity % 1 
For each frequency channel i: 

TBi Brightness Temperature K 1 
ATTi Attenuation dB 1 

 

• Tipping bucket rain gauge 

Table 9: Rain gauge measured parameters stored in RPD file 

Parameter Description Unit Sampling 
time [s] 

Ttip Timestamp of tip s 1 
 

• Disdrometer 

Table 10: Disdrometer measured parameters stored in RPD file 

Parameter Description Unit Sampling 
time [s] 

For each diameter in a bin i: 
N(D)i Number of drops  integer selectable 

 

• Weather station 

Table 11: Weather station measured parameters stored in RPD file 

Parameter Description Unit Sampling 
time [s] 

T Ground temperature °C 60 
P Ground pressure hPa 60 

RH Ground relative humidity % 60 
WS Wind speed m/s 60 
WD Wind direction ° 60 

 

Standard validity flag 

MID from the various instruments usually contain an instrumental alarm flag in private format, for 
example: 
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• BEACON RECEIVER:   0/1 (loss of lock flag) 

• ATPROP MWR:   0/1 (rain flag) 

• DAVIS WEATHER STATION: ALARM/OK (alarm flag) 

In order to guarantee an easy reference, instrumental alarm flags are converted into standard validity 
flags when passing from MID to RPD. The standard validity flag (VF) values are: 

 

Table 12: Standard validity flag values 

VF Meaning 
0 invalid data 
1 valid data 
2 doubtful data 
3 loss of lock (beacon receiver) 

saturation (rain gauge) 
 

3.5.2. Processing level 2: RPD to IPD 

The steps carried out during the conversion from RPD to IPD are detailed in the following sections. 

 

Spike detection 

In the different measured signals (beacon level, brightness temperatures, etc.), samples with obvious 
deviation from the local average, so-called outliers or spikes may occur. Their detection is performed 
automatically and they are flagged as doubtful.  

The method for spike detection is based on the 2-minute standard deviation STD(t), which is computed 
continuously by: 

 

𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡) =  �〈𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)2〉 − 〈𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)〉2  [dB] 

 

where S(t) is the signal and <S(t)>is the mean signal computed using a 2-minute moving average filter. 

The standard deviation serves as a threshold for comparison with the current sample. When the deviation 
between the signal and its moving average |S(t) - <S(t)>| is larger than the standard deviation multiplied 
by a scaling factor 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ_𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟, the sample is recognized as an outlier: 

 

|𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡) − 〈𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)〉| > 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ_𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟 × 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆 

 

The operation is illustrated on the left of Figure 5, corresponding to Alphasat Q-band beacon 
measurements in Graz, with selected 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ_𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟 = 10. The detected outliers are marked by red circles. 
Their validity flag is set to VF = 2 (i.e. doubtful). 
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Figure 5: Left: Spike detection (detected spikes marked by red circles). Right: Visual inspection (flagged 
beacon data) 

 

Visual inspection 

The measured time series must be carefully inspected in order to verify or in case modify the validity 
flags. The operator selects a time interval and applies a validity flag value. This flagging is later cross-
checked comparing measurements from different instruments. 

On the right of Figure 5, corresponding to Alphasat Q-band beacon measurements in Graz, the samples 
recorded after 20:00 are flagged as invalid (VF = 0, red dots). A failure in the system stopped the satellite 
tracking, as it can be noticed by the effect of the antenna pattern in the recorded signal. 

The doubtful flag must be assigned only when there is certainty of clear-sky conditions. This way, the 
doubtful samples can be assumed as null in-excess attenuation (but they cannot be included in the 
scintillation analysis). Suspicious samples during rain periods must be flagged as invalid. 

 

Template extraction 

Template extraction is the first step to convert beacon level measurements into attenuation. It is mainly 
aimed at compensating satellite orbital instabilities or maneuvers and equipment thermal drifts, which 
induce daily slow signal level fluctuations. 

The FFT-based interpolation procedure is used. It takes into account three consecutive days, excludes 
attenuation event intervals (detected with radiometer and rain rate measurements, and eventually 
verified by visual inspection), selects the low frequency components and subtracts the resulting template 
from the measured beacon level. Figure 6 illustrates the procedure. 

After the template extraction, the in-excess attenuation is obtained inverting the beacon signal level: 

 

𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂−𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡) = −𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)  [dB] 
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Figure 6: Template extraction. Left: 3-day FFT-based interpolation excluding attenuation events. Right: 

Daily beacon level time series after template extraction 

 

Rain rate computation 

The rain rate is computed from the timestamps of tips as indicated in the ITU-R Fascicle "The processing 
of tipping bucket rain gauge data for Study Group 3 experimental database" [34]: Basically, the rain rate 
time series is obtained computing the time derivative over a 1-minute sliding window of the accumulated 
rain amount. 

 

3.5.3. Processing level 3: IPD to VTS 

The time series of total attenuation are computed in the IPD to VTS data processing level: 

1. The beacon signal is filtered to remove scintillation. 

2. The clear-sky attenuation is retrieved from the radiometer measurements. 

3. The total attenuation is computed using the 0 dB reference level. 

The procedures are explained in the following sections. 

 

Scintillation filtering 

Scintillation stands for rapid fluctuations of the received beacon signal caused mainly by atmospheric 
turbulence along the propagation path (Chapter 2.1.4). 

Scintillation is not measured by the radiometer due to its lower sampling rate. Therefore, for the 
calculation of 0 dB reference level, the scintillation has to be removed from the beacon signal using a 
cos2 moving average filter with time duration: 

 

𝑡𝑡𝑊𝑊𝑎𝑎 =
0.719

𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉𝑊𝑊−𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ∗ 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠_𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟
 [s] 

 

where the cut-off frequency is chosen as fcut-off = 0.025 Hz, value frequently reported in the literature 
[35]. For example, if sampling_time = 0.1 s, the moving average filter has tav = 2.876 s duration. 
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Radiometric attenuation retrieval 

Concurrent radiometric measurements, accurate in predicting tropospheric attenuation in clear-sky 
conditions and independent of satellite system anomalies, are used to retrieve the clear-sky attenuation 
Acs [29]. 

For a non-scattering atmosphere in local thermodynamic equilibrium, the atmospheric brightness 
temperature TB [K] measured by the microwave radiometer at a certain frequency f and elevation angle 
θ can be used to obtain the atmospheric attenuation A [dB]: 

 

𝐴𝐴(𝑓𝑓,𝜃𝜃) = 10 log10
𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊(𝑓𝑓,𝜃𝜃) − 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶

𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊(𝑓𝑓,𝜃𝜃) − 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵(𝑓𝑓, 𝜃𝜃) [dB] 

 

where 

Tc [K] is the cosmic background emission, commonly assumed as 2.73 K in the range of frequencies 
covered in this thesis. 

Tmr [K] is the atmospheric mean radiating temperature, which can be predicted with approximately 1 % 
root mean square error (RMSE) from co-located surface meteorological measurements using regression 
analysis [36]: 

 

𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊(𝜃𝜃,𝑓𝑓) = 𝑑𝑑0 + 𝑑𝑑1𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆 + 𝑑𝑑2𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 + 𝑑𝑑3𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆 [K] 

 

where  

Ts [K], Ps [hPa] and RHS [0-1] are the surface measurements of air temperature, pressure and relative 
humidity respectively. 

di are coefficients depending on frequency and elevation angle. Monthly di coefficients were computed 
from the historical database of radiosonde observations (RAOBs) from the World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO) launch site in Graz. 

For the computation of the atmospheric attenuation at frequencies different from those measured by the 
radiometer (namely the Alphasat beacon frequencies at 19.701 and 39.402 GHz), the optimum 
radiometer channels to use in the retrieval were identified and the following formulation was chosen: 

 

𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖(𝜃𝜃,𝑓𝑓) = 𝑎𝑎0 + �𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗

𝑚𝑚

𝑗𝑗=1

𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃,𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗) [dB] 

 

where  

the subscript i indicates Alphasat frequencies and the subscript j indicates the selected radiometric 
channel frequencies (23.84, 27.84 and 31.4 GHz). 

aj are coefficients depending on frequency and elevation angle. Monthly aj coefficients were computed 
from the historical database of RAOBs from launch site in Graz. 
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Total attenuation computation 

The 0 dB reference is the level relative to which the in-excess attenuation is measured. It is obtained 
adding the filtered beacon signal <S(t)> and the clear-sky attenuation Acs: 

 

𝐴𝐴0𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡) = 〈𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)〉 + 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡) [dB] 

 

In case of scattering conditions during rain events, the retrieved clear-sky attenuation (Acs) is generally 
no longer reliable, thus, during these time periods, A0dB is interpolated. Visual inspection is carried out 
to validate and/or modify the detected rain event intervals, keeping the 0 dB level changes reasonable 
between the start and the end of the event. Figure 7 illustrates this procedure.  

The total attenuation is obtained subtracting the beacon signal level from the 0 dB reference level: 

 

𝐴𝐴𝑊𝑊𝑉𝑉𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑙𝑙(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴0𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡) [dB] 

 

At the end of the process, the computed total attenuation contains the clear-sky attenuation during clear-
sky conditions, the total beacon attenuation during scattering conditions, and all the scintillations 
measured by the beacon receiver. 

 

 
Figure 7: Attenuation computation with radiometer and beacon measurements. Left: Total attenuation. 

Right: In-excess attenuation 
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3.5.4. Analysis level: VTS to AES 

The analyzed experimental statistics (AES) of attenuation (and all other propagation parameters) are 
computed from the validated time series (VTS) following the standardized procedures. 

 

Filtering 

Frequency domain separation can be employed to distinguish between the different propagation 
impairment sources. Lower frequency components of the attenuation power spectral density (PSD) are 
associated with gaseous absorption, mid frequencies with clouds and rain, and higher frequencies with 
scintillations. Thus, the separation is achieved through appropriate filtering [37]. 

 

First order statistics 

1. Define attenuation thresholds from null attenuation up to the dynamic range of the beacon 
receiver. The chosen threshold step is 0.1 dB. 

2. Among all the dataset, count the number of attenuation samples higher than each threshold. 

a. Samples flagged as “doubtful” can be interpolated during clear-sky periods (null in-
excess attenuation), but they cannot be included in the scintillation analysis. 

b. Samples flagged as “loss of lock” should be counted as samples higher than the dynamic 
range of the beacon receiver (assuming that the receiver is able to lock the signal as 
soon as it returns within its dynamic range). 

3. Divide the number of samples exceeding each threshold by the total number of samples 
(including also “invalid” and missing samples). This way, the complementary cumulative 
distribution shows the time percentage each threshold is exceeded with respect to the total time. 

4. Interpolate the distribution (logarithmically in time percentages and linearly in attenuation) at 
the standard ITU-R time percentages: 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, and 50. 

5. To quantify the availability, divide the number of considered samples (“valid”, “doubtful” and 
“loss of lock”) by the total number of samples (including also “invalid” and missing samples). 
This way, the availability indicates the time percentage the instrument was working properly 
with respect to the total time 

Additional guidelines are given in ITU-R Recommendation P.311-17, “Acquisition, presentation and 
analysis of data in studies of tropospheric propagation” [33]. 

 

Site diversity statistics 

The advantage of exploiting the site diversity scheme is clarified by the joint CCDF of attenuation, 
which is obtained assuming perfect switching between the stations, i.e. computing the percentage of 
time that each attenuation threshold is exceeded at both sites simultaneously: 

 

𝑃𝑃𝐽𝐽(𝐴𝐴1 ≥ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 ,𝐴𝐴2 ≥ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖) 
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where Pj is the joint probability, A1 and A2 are the concurrent attenuations at the first site and second site 
respectively; and ai is the attenuation threshold for the computation 

The diversity gain 𝐺𝐺  is then defined as: 

 

𝐺𝐺(𝑝𝑝) =  𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆(𝑝𝑝) −  𝐴𝐴𝐽𝐽(𝑝𝑝) [dB] 

 

where 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆 and 𝐴𝐴𝐽𝐽 are the attenuation values exceeded for the same time percentage 𝑝𝑝 at the single station 
and the joint diversity system respectively. 

Finally, the correlation coefficient 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 of the unconditioned processes (i.e. considering both rainy and 
non-rainy periods) between ground station 𝑃𝑃 and ground station 𝑗𝑗 is computed as: 

 

𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 =  
𝐸𝐸�𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡)𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗(𝑡𝑡)� − 𝐸𝐸[𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡)]𝐸𝐸[𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗(𝑡𝑡)]

�𝐸𝐸�𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖2(𝑡𝑡)� − 𝐸𝐸[𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡)]2  �𝐸𝐸[𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗2(𝑡𝑡)]−𝐸𝐸[𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗(𝑡𝑡)]2
 

 

where 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) and 𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗(𝑡𝑡) are the rain attenuation time series at ground station 𝑃𝑃 and ground station 𝑗𝑗 
respectively, and 𝐸𝐸[ ] is the expectation operator. 
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3.6. Propagation measurement results 

Results obtained in the two propagation measurement campaigns object of this thesis are presented in 
this chapter, focusing on rain rate, rain attenuation, scintillation and site diversity. Results on different 
topics such as fade slope and duration, frequency scaling, radiometric and DSD statistics, etc. can be 
found in the contributions published during the elaboration of the thesis (Chapter 6). 

Please see Chapter 3.5.4 for the analysis procedures description. 

 

3.6.1. Alphasat Aldo Paraboni Scientific Experiment results 

The following statistics have been computed from measurements gathered in Graz from February 2017 
to January 2019. 

 

Rain rate and rain attenuation statistical analysis 

Figure 8 shows the rain rate statistics measured during two years in Graz. The prediction by the model 
in ITU-R P.837-7 is plotted for comparison. 

The model underestimates the rain rate for low percentages of time. 

Figure 8 shows the rain attenuation statistics measured at 39.402 GHz during two years in Graz. The 
prediction by the model in ITU-R P.618-13 is plotted for comparison. 

The model overestimates the rain attenuation for high percentages of time. 

Table 13 summarizes the availability (concurrent time percentage that the instruments were working 
correctly); probability of rain P0C (probability of exceeding a rainfall rate of 0.25 mm/h); average annual 
rain amount Rt; and probability of attenuation P0A (probability of exceeding an attenuation of 0.1 dB). 

It can be noticed how the probability of attenuation is much higher than the probability of rain; which 
can be attributed to the beacon measurements corresponding to a slant path and the rain measurements 
representing only the rain gauge location. Additionally, residual cloud attenuation might be present in 
the in-excess attenuation statistics, especially at this high frequency. 

 

Scintillation statistical analysis 

Two years of clear-sky scintillation at 39.402 GHz were analyzed. The power spectral density (PSD) of 
the attenuation was computed and the transition frequency between the absorption phenomena and the 
“plateau” of scintillation was identified as 0.025 Hz, as shown in Figure 9. 

Non-rainy periods were identified with an attenuation threshold of 2 dB (this threshold depends on the 
location, frequency and elevation angle). The scintillation was extracted from the attenuation time series 
with a cos2 high-pass filter of 0.025 Hz cut-off frequency. The standard deviation of scintillation was 
computed over 1-minute intervals. 

Figure 10 shows the measured CCDFs of scintillation amplitude and the mean standard deviation of 
scintillation compared with the model in ITU-R P.618. The model predicts fairly well the CCDFs, with 
slight overestimation at the higher percentages of time and underestimation at the lower ones. Regarding 
the standard deviation, the seasonal variability (related to the wet term of the radio refractivity, Nwet) is 
well reflected, with a slight overestimation by the predicted values. 
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Figure 8: Left: Measured rain rate CCDFs compared with ITU-R P.837-7. Right: Measured rain 

attenuation CCDFs at Q band compared with ITU-R P.618-13 

 

Table 13: Alphasat measurements information 

Site Availability [%] P0C [%] Rt [mm] P0A [%] 
Hilmwarte 91.43 1.71 555 16.7 

 

  
Figure 9: Clear-sky scintillation spectral analysis. Left: Attenuation time series including scintillation. 

Right: 24-h average power spectral density of attenuation 

  

Figure 10: Scintillation results compared with ITU-R P.618. Left: CCDFs of scintillation amplitude. 
Right: Average standard deviation of scintillation 
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3.6.2. Ka-band Tropical Propagation Campaign results 

The following statistics have been computed from measurements gathered in two locations in Malaysia 
(UTM and UTHM) from July 2015 to June 2019. 

 

Rain rate and rain attenuation statistical analysis 

Figure 11 shows the rain rate statistics measured during four years at both sites. The predictions by the 
model in ITU-R P.837-7 are plotted for comparison. 

The rain measurements are strictly concurrent with the beacon measurements (i.e. collected during 
identical time periods), as required by ITU-R [33]. There were problems during the first two years at the 
second site (UTHM), which are not reflected in the high availability (thanks to the use of doubtful data 
supported by the beacon measurements), but can be noticed in the larger deviation from the model, as 
the invalid data coincides with the missed rain events. 

As expected, the average annual rain amount is very large at both sites. However, the probability of rain 
is not so high, reflecting the usual short and intense nature of the rain events in this climate. 

Figure 12 shows the rain attenuation statistics measured at 20.245 GHz during four years at both sites. 
The predictions by the model in ITU-R P.618-13 are plotted for comparison. 

The model underestimates the attention for low percentages of time at the first site (UTM). The measured 
statistics agree better with the model in the case of the second site (UTHM). 

Table 14 summarizes for each site the availability (concurrent time percentage that the instruments were 
working correctly); probability of rain P0C (probability of exceeding a rainfall rate of 0.25 mm/h); 
average annual rain amount Rt; and probability of attenuation P0A (probability of exceeding an 
attenuation of 0.1 dB). 

It can be noticed how the probability of attenuation is much larger than the probability of rain at both 
sites; which can be attributed to the beacon measurements corresponding to a slant path (with quite low 
elevation ~26°) and the rain measurements representing only the rain gauge location. Additionally, 
residual cloud attenuation might be present in the in-excess attenuation statistics, 

 

Site diversity statistical analysis 

Figure 13 shows the long-term (four years) rain attenuation statistics at 20.245 GHz in site diversity 
configuration computed with 87.6 % concurrent availability. The single-site and joint CCDFs are shown. 
The joint CCDF predicted by the model in ITU-R P.618-13 is plotted for comparison. Moreover, the 
theoretical uncorrelated joint CCDF is also plotted (obtained multiplying the two single-site 
probabilities of exceedance at each attenuation threshold).  

A very good accordance between the measured joint distribution and the model prediction is observed 
for high percentages of time. 

The correlation coefficients are 0.0929 for rain and 0.0219 for attenuation. 

The results confirm that a very high site diversity gain is obtained at the baseline distance between the 
two stations (70 km). 
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Figure 11: Measured rain rate CCDFs compared with ITU-R P.837-7. Left: UTM. Right: UTHM 

 

  
Figure 12: Measured rain attenuation CCDFs at Ka band compared with ITU-R P.618-13 

 

Table 14: Ka-band Tropical measurements information 

Site Availability [%] P0C [%] Rt [mm] P0A [%] 
UTM 96.73 3.93 1870 20.74 

UTHM 98.03 2.36 2118 18.58 
 

 
Figure 13: Measured site diversity attenuation CCDFs at Ka band compared with ITU-R P.618-13 
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4. Short-term satellite channel characteristics forecast: the Channel Forecast 
Software Tool 
This chapter focuses on the main objective of this thesis: The Channel Forecast Software Tool (CFST) 
for short-term satellite channel characteristics forecast. 

 

4.1. NWP forecast models and products 

The state of the art of NWP forecast models was investigated. Three models, provided by the Austrian 
Meteorological and Geophysical Service (ZAMG), were selected based on coverage area, grid size, 
forecast period, forecast step and meteorological parameters required for the CFST.  

Weather forecast products were purchased and obtained in real time from ZAMG during the period from 
June to November 2016. Software for automatic data download via FTP was implemented and the 
capability to obtain the weather forecast products in the required time was verified. 

ECMWF is the only model with global coverage. Its disadvantages are the large grid size and forecast 
steps. 

The ALARO-ALADIN and INCA models provide regional medium- and short-range weather forecasts 
respectively; with finer grid sizes, more frequently updated and with special consideration of the Alpine 
region. Detailed information can be found at [39]. 

ECMWF and ALARO provide: 

• Vertical profiles of pressure, temperature, relative humidity and wind speed and direction 

• Surface parameters 

• Cloud coverage information 

• Precipitation amount and type 

 

Whereas INCA provides only 

• Surface parameters 

• Precipitation amount and type 

Which is the reason why INCA cannot be used to forecast gaseous and cloud attenuation. 

 

Finally, the higher temporal-resolution INCA-15min model provides 

• Precipitation amount 

• Total cloud cover 

 

The weather forecast products used for the computation of the channel forecasts are listed in Chapter 
4.2.1; and their use in the implemented algorithms is detailed in Chapter 4.2.3. 

The grid and forecast details of each model are given in the following chapters. 
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4.1.1. ECMWF 

The ECMWF weather forecast model provides global data on a 0.25° grid, with a finer 0.125° grid over 
Europe (approximately 25 and 13 km respectively). The forecast period is 72 h, computed twice a day 
(00:00 and 12:00) with 3 h forecast steps. 

The coordinates of the ECMWF grid points of interest and the Alphasat link geometry are shown in 
Figure 14 for Madrid and Graz. 

 

4.1.2. ALARO-ALADIN 

The ALARO-ALADIN weather forecast model covers Central and Eastern Europe. It provides medium-
range data on a grid size of 4.8 km using data from ECMWF as starting conditions with special 
consideration of regional orographic-induced effects. The forecast period is 72 h, computed four times 
each day (00:00, 6:00, 12:00 and 18:00) with 1 h forecast steps. 

The ALARO model domain, as well as the coordinates of the grid points of interest and the Alphasat 
link geometry in Graz are shown in Figure 15. 

 

4.1.3. INCA 

The INCA weather forecast model provides short-range data on a grid size of 1 km. ZAMG provides 
the model limited to Austria. The forecast period is 9 h (i.e. nowcasting), computed every hour with 1 h 
forecast steps. 

The INCA model domain, as well as the coordinates of the grid points of interest and the Alphasat link 
geometry in Graz are shown in Figure 16. 

 

INCA-15min 

The higher time-resolution INCA-15min model provides rain and cloud forecasts on the INCA grid. The 
forecast period is 9 h (i.e. nowcasting), computed every 15 min with 15 min forecast steps. 
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Figure 14: ECMWF model grid points and Alphasat link geometry. Left: Madrid. Right: Graz 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Left: ALARO model domain and topography [40]. Right: Alphasat link geometry and ALARO 
model grid points in Graz 

 

 
 

Figure 16: Left: INCA model domain [40]. Right: Alphasat link geometry and INCA model grid points in 
Graz 
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4.2. Conversion of weather data into channel characteristics 

The conversion from the meteorological into the radiowave propagation environment uses a set of 
physical models. Each model provides an estimate of a propagation phenomenon based on the physics 
of the problem. 

Figure 17 shows the architecture of the CFST. The conversion algorithms from NWP data to channel 
characteristics were established as software modules coded in MATLAB. Each of the modules covers 
one source of attenuation. The modules are independent and can be reconfigured or disabled as required. 
The functions perform plausibility checks on input parameters to consider the model constraints and 
avoid misleading results. The total attenuation is calculated as the sum of the different contributions, 
since each one originates from different physical phenomena. 

 

 
Figure 17: Channel Forecast Software Tool architecture 

 

4.2.1. Input parameters 

The CFST uses the satellite link characteristics, the NWP model grid point information and the most 
recent NWP data available to provide the forecast time series of attenuation for the selected site. The 
input parameters needed for the execution of the tool are: 

• Satellite link characteristics: 

o Ground station latitude [°] 

o Ground station longitude [°] 

o Ground station altitude a.m.s.l. [m] 

o Geostationary satellite orbital position: longitude [°] 

o Signal frequency [GHz] 

o Signal polarization tilt angle [°] 

 

• NWP model (i.e. INCA-15min, INCA, ALARO or ECMWF) and forecast information: 

o NWP model grid points (latitude, longitude) [°] 

o NWP forecast time in UTC [YYYYMMDDHHMM] 
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• NWP vertical profiles: 

o Pressure [hPa] levels 

o Height [m] of the pressure levels 

o Temperature [°C] at the pressure levels 

o Relative humidity [%] at the pressure levels 

o Wind speed [m/s] at the pressure levels 

o Wind direction [°] at the pressure levels 

 

• NWP horizontal parameters: 

o 2m-pressure [hPa] 

o 2m-temperature [°C] 

o 2-m relative humidity [%] 

o Total cloud cover [%] 

o High cloud cover [%] 

o Medium cloud cover [%] 

o Low cloud cover [%] 

o Total precipitation [mm] between the previous and current forecast time 

o Percentage of convective precipitation [mm] from the total precipitation 

o Percentage of precipitation in the form of snow [mm] from the total precipitation 

 

• User selection input:  

o The user can select the type of attenuation of interest (gaseous, cloud, rain, or total 
attenuation). Gaseous, cloud and total attenuation are computed from NWP forecast 
models including vertical profile information (i.e. ECMWF or ALARO). 

 

4.2.2. Output parameters 

With the input parameters listed in the previous chapter, the CFST is able to provide the forecast time 
series of attenuation for the selected site. The attenuation forecasts have the same temporal resolution 
as the corresponding NWP model (e.g. 1 forecast/15 min for INCA-15min, 1 forecast/1 h for ALARO), 
and are stored in daily text files for further use.  

The most recent forecasts are always kept, i.e. old forecasts are overwritten when new ones become 
available (the suitability of this methodology is investigated in Chapter 4.3.3). The best possible 
combination of NWP models is used, i.e. those with the highest spatial and temporal resolution. E.g. in 
Austria, INCA-15min (1 forecast/15 min) is used for rain attenuation and ALARO (1 forecast/1 h) for 
cloud and gaseous attenuation. One file contains concurrent forecasts of all attenuation sources for all 
frequencies and ground stations. The naming convention for the files is: 
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YYYYMMDD_SATELLITE_COUNTRY.dat 

where YYYY, MM and DD stand for year, month and day respectively. For example, the file with name 
20160615_ASA_AUS.dat contains attenuation forecasts for Alphasat in Austria on June 15, 2016. 

The header describing the contents of the CFST output file for Alphasat in Austria is given in Figure 18 
for illustration. 

 

 
Figure 18: Header describing the contents of an output CFST file: Alphasat Austria  

 

The output parameters provided by the tool are: 

• Channel characteristics forecasts: 

o Forecast timestamp [YYYYMMDDHHMM] in UTC  

o Gaseous attenuation [dB] at each signal frequency for each ground station 

o Cloud attenuation [dB] at each signal frequency  for each ground station 

o Rain attenuation [dB] at each signal frequency for each ground station  

o Total attenuation [dB] at each signal frequency for each ground station 

o Station code of the least attenuated ground station (used for site diversity management) 

 

4.2.3. Implemented algorithms 

Figure 19 shows the CFST main algorithm, described hereafter: 

1. Link geometry 

The geometry of the link is calculated taking into account the ground station location (latitude 
and longitude [°]) and the geostationary satellite orbital position (longitude [°]). This way the 
ground station pointing angles are obtained (azimuth and elevation [°]).  
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2. Data processing 

The NWP input data consists of text files containing the time series of the meteorological 
parameters at each grid point. These files are stored in a separate folder for each available NWP 
model. A routine is constantly checking for new files in each folder, so they are processed as 
soon as they are downloaded via FTP. The channel forecasts are updated overwriting previously 
computed values with more recent ones. 

3. Data interpolation 

The coarse NWP data contained in the input files (surface parameters and vertical profiles) are 
interpolated along the slant path calculated in Step 1, using the grid point information available 
from each model (latitude and longitude of each grid point [°]) and the heights contained in the 
vertical profiles. 

4. Propagation models 

The link geometry calculated in Step 1 and the NWP data interpolated in Step 3 are the input 
for the gaseous, cloud and rain attenuation estimation algorithms, depicted in Figure 20, Figure 
21 and Figure 22 respectively. 
The models from the ITU-R Recommendations (Chapter 2.2) are used at the core of the 
algorithms, along with additional conversions and computations, as described in the following 
sections. 

 

Gaseous attenuation 

The specific gaseous attenuation for each profile layer is computed using the model in ITU-R 
Recommendation P.676-12 (Chapter 2.2.1) with the path elevation angle [°], signal frequency [GHz], 
pressure [hPa], temperature [°C] and water vapour density [g/m^3]. Figure 20 illustrates the procedure. 

The correctness of the implementation was verified with the data provided by ITU-R SG 3 [2]. 

The water vapour density in the layer is obtained from the temperature [°C] and relative humidity [%]. 

The obtained specific attenuations for each profile layer are then integrated along the slant path 
considering the profile layer thickness [m] and the elevation angle [°]. 

 

Cloud attenuation 

For the estimation of the cloud attenuation, the clouds are detected using the model by Salonen and 
Uppala [20]. The critical humidity in each considered layer is calculated using the ground surface 
pressure [hPa] and the pressure at the layer height [hPa]. If the relative humidity [%] at the layer height 
is greater than the critical humidity [%], a cloud is detected. 

The specific cloud attenuation is computed using the model in ITU-R Recommendation P.840-8 
(Chapter 2.2.2) with the path elevation angle [°], signal frequency [GHz], temperature [°C] and liquid 
water density [g/m^3]. Figure 21 illustrates the procedure. 

The correctness of the implementation was verified with the data provided by ITU-R SG 3 [2]. 

The liquid water density [g/m^3] in the cloud is computed using the model by Salonen and Uppala [20] 
with the temperature [°C] and height [m] of the cloud layer. 
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The obtained specific attenuations for each detected cloud layer are then integrated considering the cloud 
layer thickness [m] and the elevation angle [°]. 

 

Rain attenuation 

For the estimation of the rain attenuation, the slant path is split in segments corresponding to the 
interpolated NWP data grid points. 

The specific rain attenuation is computed using the model in ITU-R Recommendation P.838-3 (Chapter 
2.2.3) with the path elevation angle [°], the signal frequency [GHz] and polarization tilt angle [°]; and 
the rain rate [mm/h]. Figure 22 illustrates the procedure. 

The correctness of the implementation was verified with the data provided by ITU-R SG 3 [2]. 

The rain rate is obtained from the NWP total precipitation [mm] between the previous and current 
forecast time subtracting the percentage of precipitation in form of snow [mm] from the total 
precipitation. 

The rain height [km] is obtained adding 0.36 km to the 0°C isotherm height [km] interpolated from the 
temperature profile, as indicated in the Recommendation ITU-R P.839-4 [41]. Moreover, if temperature 
profile data are not available, the rain height is interpolated from the map provided by ITU-R in the 
same Recommendation. 

The obtained specific attenuations for each slant path segment are then integrated considering the 
elevation angle [°] up to the rain height [km]. 
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Figure 19: Channel Forecast Software Tool main algorithm
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Figure 20: Gaseous attenuation algorithm 
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Figure 21: Cloud attenuation algorithm 
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Figure 22: Rain attenuation algorithm
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4.3. Validation of channel forecasts with propagation measurements 

In the present chapter, the CFST forecasts of rain, gaseous and cloud attenuation are validated comparing 
them with the measurements in the Propagation Database, namely Alphasat measurements gathered in 
Graz and Madrid. 

Weather forecast products for the locations of interest were purchased and obtained in real time from 
ZAMG during the period from June to November 2016. Concurrent propagation measurements were 
used for the validation. 

Multiple different weather forecast input datasets and conversion algorithms settings were tested in order 
to obtain the best achievable results. 

The error analysis parameters used for the validation are described in Chapter 4.3.1. 

The properties of the propagation measurement dataset are described in Chapter 4.3.2. 

The best weather forecast to use as input is analyzed in Chapter 4.3.3. 

In addition to the channel forecasts validation, the reliability of the weather forecasts (input to the CFST) 
is assessed in Chapter 4.3.4 through: 

• Comparison of NWP-data-derived rain attenuation with beacon measurements 

• Comparison of NWP rain data and forecasts with 2DVD measurements 

 

4.3.1. Error analysis parameters 

The error analysis parameters used for the validation of the channel forecasts with measurements are 
described in this chapter. 

The scatter plot of forecast and measured attenuation serves to evaluate the quality of the forecasts. 

The relationship between forecast and measured attenuation is modelled using linear least squares 
regression: 

 

𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 =  𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 

 

where  

afc and am [dB] are the forecast and measured attenuation respectively 

𝛽𝛽 and 𝛼𝛼 are the slope and bias (i.e. y-intercept) of the linear fit. Ideally, if all forecasts were equal to the 
measured values, the linear fit would have 𝛽𝛽 = 1 and 𝛼𝛼 = 0. 

The absolute error of the attenuation forecast when taking as reference the measured attenuation is: 

 

𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 = �𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚,𝑖𝑖� [dB] 
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where afc and am [dB] are the forecast and measured attenuation respectively; and the index i indicates 
the corresponding data point pair. The absolute error quantifies the deviation of the forecast from the 
measurement independently of its over- or underestimation. 

The mean absolute error (MAE) of the attenuation forecast when taking as reference the measured 
attenuation is: 

 

𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸 =  
1
𝑃𝑃
�𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖

𝑂𝑂

𝑖𝑖=1

 [dB] 

 

where 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 is the absolute error of the data point pair i; and n corresponds to the total number of available 
data point pairs (forecast and measured attenuation). 

The root mean square error (RMSE) of the attenuation forecast when taking as reference the measured 
attenuation is: 

 

𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸 =  �
1
𝑃𝑃
�𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖2
𝑂𝑂

𝑖𝑖=1

 [dB] 

 

The standard deviation (STD) of the error of the attenuation forecast when taking as reference the 
measured attenuation is: 

 

𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆 =  √𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸2 −𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸2 [dB] 

 

Finally, the correlation between forecast and measured daily attenuation time series is analyzed. 
Evaluating the Pearson correlation coefficient: 

 

𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 =
𝑃𝑃∑𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ∑𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖

�𝑃𝑃∑𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖2 − (∑𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖)2�𝑃𝑃∑𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖2 − (∑𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖)2
 

 

where xi and yi are the forecast and measured attenuation respectively; and n corresponds to the total 
number of available data point pairs. The resulting r ranges from -1 to 1. A value of r = 0 would indicate 
no correlation. The closer r is to 1, the more correlated the forecast and measured attenuation time series 
are. 
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4.3.2. Propagation measurement dataset 

When comparing forecast and measured attenuation time series, the comparison can include the whole 
period or focus only on measured attenuation events. Handling only rain events is achieved using the 
“rain flag”. This rain flag had been assigned during the data processing, when rain periods (detected 
with radiometer and rain gauge measurements, and eventually verified by visual inspection) were 
excluded from the template extraction (Chapter 3.5.2).  

Two properties of the propagation measurement dataset were adjusted for the comparisons with the 
attenuation forecasts: 

• The scintillation was removed from the measured attenuation 

The measured attenuation signal was low-pass filtered to remove the fast fluctuations known as 
scintillations and keep only the attenuation phenomena of lower frequency components (Chapter 3.5.3). 

• The measured attenuation was averaged over the forecast step 

The NWP models provide forecasts of rain amount [mm], which are converted by the CFST into rain 
intensity [mm/h] (Chapter 4.2.3). When doing this, a constant rain intensity has to be assumed during 
the forecast step. For example, if INCA-15min forecasts 5 mm of rain during the next 15 min, it 
impossible to know whether they will precipitate in just 1 min (short rain event with high rain rate), or 
uniformly during the whole 15 min (longer rain event with lower rain rate). 

In order to perform a reasonable comparison, it was decided to harmonize the integration times of 
forecasts and measurements, averaging the beacon-measured attenuation over the previous forecast step 
(e.g. 15 min in the case of INCA-15min). Doing this, short events with low attenuation disappear, but 
such rain events are not resolved by the NWP forecasts model either. 

Finally, one property of the attenuation forecasts was adjusted for the comparisons with the propagation 
measurement dataset: 

• The maximum rain attenuation forecast level was set to the dynamic range of the beacon receiver 

The dynamic range corresponds to the largest measurable attenuation. At higher attenuation levels, the 
carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) is too low for the receiver to be able to detect, track and measure the beacon 
signal. This results in “loss of lock”: the attenuation is larger than the dynamic range, but the exact value 
is unknown. 

In order to perform a reasonable comparison, it was decided to harmonize the dynamic ranges of 
forecasts and measurements. 

 

4.3.3. NWP forecast dataset 

For all initial investigations on rain attenuation, the NWP model with the highest spatial and temporal 
resolution is used as input (i.e. INCA-15min, Chapter 4.1). If it turns out that the resolution of this model 
is not sufficient to allow accurate rain attenuation forecasts, the other NWP models with lower resolution 
do not need to be investigated in detail. 

The INCA-15min forecast period is 9 h (i.e. nowcasting), computed every 15 min with 15 min forecast 
steps. 
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Figure 23: Rain attenuation forecasts derived from INCA-15min weather forecasts at different model run 

start times (indicated at the top) 

 

Figure 23 shows rain attenuation forecasts derived from INCA-15min at different NWP model “run 
start” times (indicated at the top). For example, 08:45 means that the NWP model calculation started at 
08:45 with input parameters measured at that time (08:45). This weather forecast is available to the 
CFST approximately 20 min later (after the model “run time”), meaning that the first usable rain amount 
forecast corresponds to the 09:15 timestamp (forecast no. 1). Therefore, the attenuation forecast derived 
from the 8:45 NWP model run contains values from 09:15 until 18:00.  

However, there is not a single rain amount forecast for the 09:15 timestamp. Actually, the previous NWP 
model run (8:30) also contained a forecast rain amount for 09:15, but this time it did not correspond to 
the first forecast timestamp but to the second one instead, so it was labelled as forecast no. 2 at that time.  

Figure 23 illustrates the situation of having multiple weather forecasts available for the same timestamp, 
including those computed previously. It can be noticed how the results are different every time. One 
would expect that the most accurate weather forecast corresponds to the output of the most recent run 
of the NWP model (i.e. forecast no. 1). This is investigated and confirmed hereafter. 

For a given timestamp, there are 36 forecasts available, resulting from the last 36 INCA-15min model 
runs: forecast no. 1, no. 2, … and no. 36. In order to determine which one is the most accurate, their 
error when taking as reference the measured attenuation is calculated. The analysis is performed for the 
whole period (June to November 2016). 

The results are shown in the histograms in Figure 24. The x-axis corresponds to the 36 available 
forecasts. On the y-axis, the percentage of occurrence of each forecast being the one with the lowest 
mean absolute error (MAE) is shown. It can be clearly seen how the previous expectations are met: the 
most recent forecast (i.e. forecast no. 1) exhibits the lowest MAE.  

The histogram on the top corresponds to the analysis including non-rainy periods. In 80 % of the cases 
the lowest MAE is satisfied by forecast no. 1. When including non-rainy periods, these are forecast 
correctly most of the time. Thus, a lot of “zero pairs” (am = 0 and afc = 0) have a large impact in the 
distribution. The histogram on the bottom corresponds to the analysis considering only rainy periods 
(using the rain flag). In 20 % of the cases the lowest MAE is satisfied by forecast no. 1. When 
considering only rainy periods, the “zero pairs” are neglected. 
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Figure 24: Best forecast analysis distributions. Top: including non-rainy periods. Bottom: considering 

only rainy periods 

 

This result proves the higher reliability of the most recent weather forecasts. It is the reason why old 
attenuation forecasts are replaced when new ones become available (Chapter 4.2.3); and agrees with the 
goal of the thesis to forecast channel characteristics in short-term basis 

 

4.3.4. Rain attenuation forecast validation 

Comparison of rain attenuation forecasts with beacon measurements 

In this chapter, the forecast rain attenuation derived from INCA-15min weather forecasts is compared 
with the measured beacon attenuation. 

Figure 25 shows the time series of measured and forecast rain attenuation at Q band on August 10, 2016. 
The measured attenuation time series is plotted in blue. The green circles represent the measured data 
points (i.e. measured attenuation averaged over the previous 15 min). They are compared with the red 
stars, which correspond to the forecast data points. Only the rainy periods are plotted (using the rain 
flag). The absolute error (i.e. the deviation of the forecast from the measurement) is marked by the black 
arrow. 

Figure 26 presents more examples of daily time series: June 18 and 27, July 14 and October 19, 2016. 
Only the rainy periods are plotted (using the rain flag.). Different magnitudes of rain events can be 
observed, ranging from 7 to 37 dB of rain attenuation. 
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Figure 25: Time series of measured and forecast rain attenuation at Q band on August 10, 2016 

 

 
Figure 26: Daily time series of measured and forecast rain attenuation at Q band 
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Validation results including non-rainy periods 

Figure 27 shows the scatter plot of forecast and measured rain attenuation for the whole analysis period 
(June to November, 2016), including non-rainy periods. The error analysis results are given: the slope 
and bias of the linear regression; the mean, standard deviation and RMS of the error; and the correlation 
coefficient of the daily time series. 

Please see Chapter 4.3.1 for the error analysis parameters description. 

Table 15 lists the error analysis results in monthly and long-term basis. Please note that the long-term 
values are not the mean of the monthly values but result instead from the analysis of the whole period. 

Finally, monthly scatter plots are given are given in Figure 29.  

 

Validation results considering only rainy periods 

The previous results can be compared with those obtained when considering only rainy periods (using 
the rain flag) in Figure 28, Table 16 and Figure 30.  

Large differences are observed in the MAE, STD and RMSE: they increase significantly due to the 
fewer data point pairs (only 9.2 % of the total are used when discarding non-rainy periods). This derives 
from the previously mentioned “zero pairs”, where the forecasts match the measurements and therefore 
yield good error analysis results. The long-term slope and bias increase because of the neglected “zero 
pairs”. This is also reflected by the reduced correlation coefficient.  
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Figure 27: Long-term scatter plot of forecast (attFC) and measured (attmeas) rain attenuation when 
including non-rainy periods 

 

Table 15: Monthly and long-term rain attenuation forecast error analysis results when including non-
rainy periods 

Year Month Slope Bias [dB] MAE [dB] STD [dB] RMSE [dB] r 
2016 6 0.7486 0.1964 0.4391 1.8963 1.9458 0.5962 
2016 7 0.7530 0.1383 0.5234 2.5260 2.5792 0.5727 
2016 8 0.5452 0.1397 0.3801 2.1464 2.1794 0.5007 
2016 9 0.2161 0.0852 0.2234 1.5070 1.5232 0.2376 
2016 10 0.7325 0.0642 0.2282 0.6630 0.7010 0.6749 
2016 11 0.6200 0.0544 0.1669 0.5847 0.6079 0.6634 

Long-term 0.6301 0.1077 0.3261 1.7424 1.7726 0.5326 
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Figure 28: Long-term scatter plot of forecast (attFC) and measured (attmeas) rain attenuation when 
considering only rainy periods 

 

Table 16: Monthly and long-term rain attenuation forecast error analysis results when considering only 
rainy periods 

Year Month Slope Bias [dB] MAE [dB] STD [dB] RMSE [dB] r 
2016 6 1.0584 0.4747 1.8942 3.2056 3.7177 0.6680 
2016 7 0.7493 0.9126 3.0345 5.9652 6.6854 0.5342 
2016 8 0.6808 1.3333 3.0490 5.1744 5.9950 0.4691 
2016 9 0.1609 1.1053 1.9876 4.6250 5.0238 0.1528 
2016 10 0.6626 0.5224 1.2959 1.7096 2.1425 0.6204 
2016 11 0.5632 0.4050 1.4762 2.2837 2.7055 0.6642 

Long-term 0.6915 0.8203 2.2676 4.5093 5.0458 0.5102 
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Figure 29: Monthly scatter plots of forecast (attFC) and measured (attmeas) rain attenuation when including 

non-rainy periods 
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Figure 30: Monthly scatter plots of forecast (attFC) and measured (attmeas) rain attenuation when 

considering only rainy periods 
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For better illustration of the monthly error analysis, the results are displayed in Figure 31. The top figures 
correspond to the analysis including non-rainy periods, whereas in the lower figures, only rainy periods 
are considered (using the rain flag). The large Xs in the center of the plots represent the long-term values. 

The trends of the parameters are similar in both cases (apart from the bias and MAE), they differ mainly 
in scale, especially the STD and RMSE. 

It can be noticed how months with strong rain events with higher dynamics (thunderstorms in July and 
August) feature significantly poorer results than months such as October or November. In the summer 
months, slopes and correlation coefficients far from 1, bias far from 0, and large values of MAE, STD 
and RMSE are observed. 

Starting from September, the rain events are not that rapidly evolving as in summer. This fact eases the 
weather forecast and therefore leads to better results from the channel characteristics forecasts, 
especially regarding the STD and RMSE, as well as the correlation coefficient. This monthly analysis 
indicates that seasonal variability must be taken into account when forecasting channel characteristics. 

The correlation coefficient results, with long-term values slightly above 0.5, are certainly not 
outstanding. 

 

 

Figure 31: Monthly and long-term rain attenuation forecast error analysis results. Top: including non-
rainy periods. Bottom: considering only rainy periods 
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Correlation results considering only days with rain 

A further analysis of the correlation coefficient was carried out considering only days with rain out of 
the analysis period (June to November, 2016).  

The results are depicted in the histograms in Figure 32. The histogram on the top corresponds to the 
analysis including all data points from the days with rain. The histogram on the bottom corresponds to 
the analysis considering only data points during rain from the days with rain. The x-axis is divided into 
correlation-coefficient bins of 0.1 width, with centers at -0.95, -0.85, …, -0.05, 0.05, …, 0.95. The y-
axis counts the number of days that fall into each correlation-coefficient bin. 

For example, a correlation coefficient between 0.80 and 0.90 (which indicates good correlation), occurs 
on 5 days when including all data points and on 3 days when considering only data points during rain.  

When including all data points, correlation values between -0.1 and 0.9 are spread more or less 
uniformly. Whereas when considering only data points during rain, the distribution is spread over a 
much larger range of correlation coefficient values, with values low as -0.5. Again, this fact can be 
explained by the “zero pairs”: When including all data points, they improve the long-term results 
because the dry periods can be forecast quite reliably. When considering only data points during rain, 
these well-predicted data point pairs are neglected. 

The results, with correlation coefficient values around 0.5, are definitely not as good as expected. 
Especially rapidly evolving, intense rain events (which are the most relevant for the satellite operators) 
are not forecast reliably. Such rain events occur predominantly during the summer months and have, 
due to their intensity, the largest impact on the transmitted signal. 

 

 

Figure 32: Correlation coefficient histograms considering only days with rain. Top: analysis including all 
data points. Bottom: considering only data points during rain 
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Scientific Mission in Madrid 

As previously indicated, ECMWF is the only model with global coverage (Chapter 4.1). Its disadvantage 
is the lower spatial and temporal resolution, which poses a challenge when forecasting rain attenuation. 

The ECMWF model forecast the rain amount during the next 3 h, meaning that, for example, 120 mm 
of rain have to be assumed by the CFST as a continuous rain event of 40 mm/h lasting 3 h. This would 
be the case of a uniform stratiform event, but very often shorter rain events may happen, which are not 
resolved due to the low resolution of the model. 

Comparisons of ECMWF-derived rain attenuation forecasts with beacon measurements at Ka band 
(19.68 GHz, KA-SAT) and Q band (39.402 GHz, Alphasat) were performed. 

Figure 33 shows time series of measured and forecast rain attenuation at Ka and Q band on May 11, 
2016. The measured attenuation time series are plotted in blue. The blue circles represent the measured 
data points (i.e. measured attenuation averaged over the previous 3 h). They are compared with the red 
dots, which correspond to the forecast data points. The fact that the 3h-averaged rain attenuation at Q 
band (with maximum value of some 40 dB) is equal to the forecast 6 dB has to be regarded as a mere 
coincidence. 

Figure 34 and Figure 35 show the scatter plots of forecast and measured rain attenuation for the whole 
analysis period (June to November, 2016). The error analysis results are given: the slope and bias of the 
linear regression; the mean, standard deviation and RMS of the error; and the correlation coefficient of 
the daily time series. 

The results are, as expected, worse than those obtained in Austria with the higher resolution INCA-
15min model. The correlation coefficients are not so bad (around 0.7), but this is due to the dry climate 
in Madrid and the predominance of “zero pairs” (am = 0 and afc = 0) corresponding to non-rainy periods.  

Due to the low spatial and especially temporal resolution, rain events are not resolved properly. Only 
attenuation caused by very uniform stratiform events, characterized by fairly constant and low rain rate 
over a large area can be forecast correctly. The most relevant events for the satellite operators, 
characterized by localized, short-duration high rain rates causing high attenuations, cannot be forecast 
with this NWP model. 
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Figure 33: Daily comparison of beacon-measured and ECMWF-forecast rain attenuation at Ka (left) and 

Q band (right) in Madrid. Top: Measured attenuation time series. Center: 3h-averaged measured data 
points. Bottom: Scatter plot of the comparison 
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Figure 34: Scatter plot of ECMWF-forecast (attfc) and measured (attmeas) rain attenuation at Ka band in 

Madrid for the whole analysis period 

 

 
Figure 35: Scatter plot of ECMWF-forecast (attfc) and measured (attmeas) rain attenuation at Q band in 

Madrid for the whole analysis period 
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Comparison of NWP-data-derived rain attenuation with beacon measurements 

Since the results obtained during the validation of rain attenuation forecasts with beacon measurements 
in the previous chapters were not as good as expected, it was decided to assess the reliability of the NWP 
forecasts (input to the CFST). 

The assessment is carried out using NWP data (not forecasts) as input to the CFST for comparison of 
the so-called “NWP-data-derived” rain attenuation with the concurrent measured beacon attenuation.  

The NWP data serve as input to the NWP forecast models; they originate from radar and weather station 
measurements which are projected onto the NWP model grid; and they are also provided by ZAMG. 

If the results are much better than those obtained using the forecast products as input, it can be interpreted 
as a strong indicator that the NWP forecasts are not reliable enough for the purpose of short-term channel 
characteristics forecast. 

The assessment follows the same procedure as with rain attenuation forecasts in the previous chapter. 
For comparability and clarity, the figures and tables are arranged in the same way. 

Figure 36 shows the time series of measured and NWP-data-derived rain attenuation at Q band on 
August 10, 2016. The measured attenuation time series is plotted in blue. The green circles represent the 
measured data points (i.e. measured attenuation averaged over the previous 15 min). They are compared 
with the red stars, which correspond to the NWP-data-derived data points. Only the rainy periods are 
plotted (using the rain flag).  

Figure 37 presents more examples of daily time series: June 18 and 27, July 14 and October 19, 2016. 
Different magnitudes of rain events can be observed. 

A significantly better accordance between measured and NWP-data-derived rain attenuation can be 
noticed compared to using the NWP forecasts as input (previous Figure 25 and Figure 26). 
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Figure 36: Time series of measured and NWP-data-derived rain attenuation at Q band on August 10, 2016 

 

 
Figure 37: Daily time series of measured and NWP-data-derived rain attenuation at Q band 
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Validation results including non-rainy periods 

Figure 38 shows the scatter plot of NWP-data-derived and measured rain attenuation for the whole 
analysis period (June to November, 2016), including non-rainy periods. The error analysis results are 
given: the slope and bias of the linear regression; the mean, standard deviation and RMS of the error; 
and the correlation coefficient of the daily time series.  

Please see Chapter 4.3.1 for the error analysis parameters description. 

Table 17 lists the error analysis results in monthly and long-term basis. Please note that the long-term 
values are not the mean of the monthly values but result instead from the analysis of the whole period. 

Monthly scatter plots are given are given in Figure 40.  

 

Validation results considering only rainy periods 

The previous results can be compared with those obtained when considering only rainy periods (using 
the rain flag) in Figure 39, Table 18 and Figure 41.  

Large differences are observed in the MAE, STD and RMSE: they increase significantly due to the 
fewer data point pairs (only 9.2 % of the total are used when discarding non-rainy periods). This derives 
from the previously mentioned “zero pairs” which improve the error analysis results. The long-term 
slope and bias increase because of the neglected “zero pairs”. This is also reflected by the reduced 
correlation coefficient.  
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Figure 38: Long-term scatter plot of NWP-data-derived (attFC) and measured (attmeas) rain attenuation 

when including non-rainy periods 

 

Table 17: Monthly and long-term NWP-data-derived rain attenuation error analysis results when 
including non-rainy periods 

Year Month Slope Bias [dB] MAE [dB] STD [dB] RMSE [dB] r 
2016 6 1.2231 -0.0122 0.2808 0.9332 0.9742 0.9336 
2016 7 1.1736 -0.0423 0.2801 1.2488 1.2796 0.9142 
2016 8 0.7243 0.0559 0.2614 1.5763 1.5976 0.7114 
2016 9 0.8754 -0.0224 0.1233 0.4605 0.4767 0.9298 
2016 10 0.9685 0.0107 0.1850 0.5221 0.5539 0.8238 
2016 11 1.0550 0.0158 0.1352 0.3830 0.4060 0.8943 

Long-term 1.0031 0.0002 0.2091 0.9848 1.0067 0.8558 
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Figure 39: Long-term scatter plot of NWP-data-derived (attFC) and measured (attmeas) rain attenuation 

period when considering only rainy periods 

 

Table 18: Monthly and long-term NWP-data-derived rain attenuation error analysis results when 
considering only rainy periods 

Year Month Slope Bias [dB] MAE [dB] STD [dB] RMSE [dB] r 
2016 6 1.2809 -0.2053 1.2025 1.7076 2.0856 0.9055 
2016 7 1.1737 -0.2795 1.5015 2.8948 3.2575 0.9014 
2016 8 0.7362 0.9936 2.1234 4.4079 4.8830 0.5764 
2016 9 0.9771 -0.3157 0.8770 1.1486 1.4430 0.9344 
2016 10 0.9816 0.0641 0.9942 1.3884 1.7053 0.8070 
2016 11 1.0732 -0.0792 0.9989 1.2889 1.6234 0.9180 

Long-term 1.0640 -0.0598 1.3251 2.5698 2.8905 0.8398 
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Figure 40: Monthly scatter plots of NWP-data-derived (attFC) and measured (attmeas) rain attenuation 
when including non-rainy periods 
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Figure 41: Monthly scatter plots of NWP-data-derived (attFC) and measured (attmeas) rain attenuation 
when considering only rainy periods 
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For better illustration of the monthly error analysis, the results are displayed in Figure 42. The top figures 
correspond to the analysis including non-rainy periods, whereas in the lower figures, only rainy periods 
are considered (using the rain flag). The large Xs in the center of the plots represent the long-term values.  

The trends of the parameters are similar in both cases (apart from the bias and the MAE), they differ 
mainly in scale, especially the STD and RMSE. 

Again, when considering only rainy periods (lower figures), the seasonal variability has a greater impact. 
When neglecting the “zero pairs”, there are less data point pairs for the comparison and the deviations 
become more significant than when including non-rainy periods. 

Starting from September, the months with lighter rain events with lower dynamics show better 
agreement with the measurements. The slope is closer to 1 and the MAE, STD and RMSE are smaller.  

The correlation coefficient results, with the long-term values above 0.8, reflect the good accordance 
between NWP-data-derived and measured rain attenuation. 

 

 
Figure 42: Monthly and long-term NWP-data-derived rain attenuation error analysis results. Top: 

including non-rainy periods. Bottom: considering only rainy periods 
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Correlation results considering only days with rain 

A further analysis of the correlation coefficient was carried out considering only days with rain out of 
the analysis period (June to November, 2016).  

The results are depicted in the histograms in Figure 43. The histogram on the top corresponds to the 
analysis including all data points from the days with rain. The histogram on the bottom corresponds to 
the analysis considering only data points during rain from the days with rain. The x-axis is divided into 
correlation-coefficient bins of 0.1 width, with centers at -0.95, -0.85, …, -0.05, 0.05, …, 0.95. The y-
axis counts the number of days that fall into each correlation-coefficient bin.  

For example, a correlation coefficient between 0.9 and 1 (which indicates very good correlation), occurs 
on 27 days when including all data points and on 19 days when considering only data points during rain.  

When including all data points, the maximum of the distribution lies between 0.8 and 1.0, indicating a 
very good correlation. Whereas when considering only data points during rain, the distribution is spread 
over a larger range of correlation coefficient values, but still has a clear maximum between 0.8 and 1.0. 
Again, this fact can be explained by the “zero pairs”: When including all data points, they improve the 
long-term results. 

 

 

Figure 43: Correlation coefficient histograms considering only days with rain. Top: analysis including all 
data points. Bottom: considering only data points during rain 
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The comparison of NWP-data-derived rain attenuation with beacon measurements yields much better 
results than those obtained with the rain attenuation forecasts in the previous chapter, both when 
including the whole period and when considering only rainy periods. The slope and bias of the linear 
regression are closer to 1 and 0 respectively; and values of MAE ≈ 0.2 dB, STD ≈ 1 dB, RMSE ≈ 1 dB 
and correlation coefficient ≈ 0.8 are obtained. 

This is strong evidence of the CFST conversion algorithms to work properly. Therefore, the error of the 
attenuation forecasts must derive primarily from the NWP forecast models which are not reliable enough 
to properly forecast rain events for the purpose of short-term channel characteristics forecast in this 
thesis. 

 

Comparison of NWP rain data and forecasts with 2DVD measurements 

To back the argumentation of the NWP forecast models not being reliable enough for the purpose of 
short-term channel characteristics forecast, additional comparisons between NWP (INCA-15min) rain 
data and 2DVD measurements are presented in this chapter. 

It should be noted that this analysis can only be performed for one single grid point of the INCA model 
(no. 224), corresponding to the location of the 2DVD. 

As previously indicated, The NWP data (not forecast) serve as input to the NWP forecast models; they 
originate from radar and weather station measurements which are projected onto the NWP model grid; 
and they are also provided by ZAMG. 

The rain amount measured by the 2DVD during 15 min can be compared with that of the INCA model 
for the same period (both the NWP data and the consequently provided forecasts). Furthermore, the 
NWP data can be compared with the previous forecasts for the same timestamps. The dataset 
comparisons of rain amounts during the same 15-min period are then: 

• FC vs. 2DVD: rain amount forecast vs. measured by the 2DVD (Figure 44) 

• NWP vs. 2DVD: rain amount data vs. measured by the 2DVD (Figure 45) 

• FC vs. NWP: previous rain amount forecast vs. rain amount data (Figure 46) 

The scatter plots in Figure 44, Figure 45, and Figure 46 serve to evaluate the quality of the INCA-15min 
rain amounts against 2DVD measurements. The analyses cover the whole period (June to November, 
2016). The error analysis results are given: the slope and bias of the linear regression, the RMS of the 
error and the correlation coefficient of the daily time series. 

Please see Chapter 4.3.1 for the error analysis parameters description. 

An overview of the error analysis results for all dataset comparisons is given in Table 19. 

 

Table 19: Grid-point 15-min rain amount error analysis results for different dataset comparisons 

Dataset comparison Slope Bias [mm] RMSE [mm] r 
FC vs. 2DVD 0.3223 0.0454 0.8478 0.1665 

NWP vs. 2DVD 0.6067 0.0166 0.2663 0.7716 
FC vs. NWP 0.7106 0.0198 0.6531 0.2892 
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Figure 44: Long-term scatter plot of forecast (rainFC) and measured (rain2DVD) rain amount 

 

The comparison of rain amount forecast by INCA-15min with 2DVD measurements in Figure 44 
confirms that also in the case of rain amount forecasts for one grid point, the accordance with the 
measured values is not convincing. The slope far from 1 (even though the bias is quite low), the rather 
high RMSE and especially the low correlation coefficient do not constitute good results. 

These results confirm the assumption that the INCA-15min model does not provide reliable enough rain 
amount forecasts. 
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Figure 45: Long-term scatter plot of NWP data (rainreal) and measured (rain2DVD) rain amount 

 

The comparison of INCA-15min rain amount data with 2DVD measurements in Figure 45 yields much 
better results than those obtained with the rain amount forecasts in the previous Figure 44. All error 
analysis parameters feature better values, particularly the correlation coefficient is very high (0.77). The 
cloud of data point pairs is much more concentrated around the ideal regression line (in red) and 
significantly fewer false alarms and missed events are observed. 

This is of course the comparison of two measured datasets without any forecast information. However, 
it shows once more that the problem lies within the NWP forecast models which do not provide reliable 
enough rain amount forecasts. 
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Figure 46: Long-term scatter plot of previous forecast (rainFC) and NWP data (rainreal) rain amount 

 

The comparison of previous rain amount forecast by INCA-15min with INCA-15min rain amount data 
in Figure 46 yields similar results as those obtained with the rain amount forecasts in Figure 44. Even 
though the slope increases and the bias decreases, the RMSE is still large and the correlation low. Many 
false alarms and missed events are observed. 

This analysis has confirmed that the NWP forecast models are not reliable enough to properly forecast 
rain events for the purpose of short-term channel characteristics forecast in this thesis. 
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4.3.5. Gaseous attenuation forecast validation 

In this chapter, the forecast gaseous attenuation derived from ECMWF and ALARO weather forecasts 
is compared with the attenuation derived from radiometer and tropospheric delay measurements. 

The validation follows the same procedure as for rain attenuation (Chapter 4.3.4). 

When using radiometer-derived attenuation for the assessment of gaseous attenuation forecasts, the 
comparison must be done under clear-sky conditions (i.e. non-scattering atmosphere, Chapter 3.5.3). A 
clear-sky threshold is used to avoid the presence of liquid water in the path: the so-called Status Sky 
Indicator (SSI) [42], which is based on the ratio between the brightness temperatures measured at 23.8 
and 31.4 GHz: 

 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =  
𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵(31.4 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺) − 𝑠𝑠
𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵(23.8 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺)

 

 

where c is a parameter depending on the atmospheric air mass m, equal to sec(θ), with θ the slant path 
elevation angle. If the SSI is lower than a given threshold SSIth, clear-sky conditions are assumed. 

Figure 47 shows the time series of radiometer-derived and ALARO-based forecast gaseous attenuation 
at Ka and Q band on August 26, 2016. These examples show good accordance between forecasts and 
measurements. 

 

 
Figure 47: Time series of radiometer-derived (blue) and ALARO-based forecast (red) gaseous attenuation 

at Ka (left) and Q band (right) on August 26, 2016 

 

The scatter plots in Figure 48 to Figure 51 serve to evaluate the quality of the gaseous attenuation 
forecasts. The analyses cover the whole period (June to November, 2016). The error analysis results are 
given: the slope and bias of the linear regression; the mean, standard deviation and RMS of the error; 
and the correlation coefficient of the daily time series. 

Both available NWP forecast models (ECMWF and ALARO) are used as input, and their results 
validated: 
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• Based on ECMWF data: Comparison of gaseous attenuation forecasts with radiometer-derived 
total attenuation at Ka band (Figure 48) and Q band (Figure 49). 

• Based on ALARO data: Comparison of gaseous attenuation forecasts with radiometer-derived 
total attenuation at Ka band (Figure 50) and Q band (Figure 51). 

The following aspects can be noticed when comparing the results: 

• The accordance between forecast and radiometer-derived attenuation is better at Ka band than 
at Q band for both ECMWF and ALARO forecast products: The slope and correlation 
coefficient are closer to 1; and the error parameters (i.e. bias, MAE, STD and RMSE) are lower. 

• No significant differences are observed between using the ECMWF or ALARO forecast 
products as input to the CFST, neither at Ka band nor at Q band. This can be explained by the 
rather low gaseous attenuation dynamics.  

o No significant benefit can be recognized from the use of hourly forecasts (ALARO) 
compared to updates every three hours (ECMWF). 

o Regarding the different spatial resolution, most of the error analysis parameters seem 
to be better for the lower-resolution model (ECMWF), but this is probably due to the 
fewer samples available for the comparison (due to the lower temporal resolution of the 
ECMF model). A longer analysis period would probably yield more similar results. 

The validation of the gaseous attenuation forecasts provides good results, confirming the applicability 
of the CFST algorithms. Particularly at Ka band, where a correlation coefficient around 0.75 is observed. 
The comparison at Q band shows a worse performance, but the validation is challenging at this 
frequency band, with the difficulty to extract gaseous attenuation from the radiometer measurements, 
despite using the previously described SSI.  

A better reliability of the NWP models was observed when forecasting vertical profiles of temperature, 
pressure and relative humidity, which could be anticipated, since these parameters show lower 
dynamics. 

The impact of gaseous attenuation is small when compared to rain attenuation. Variations in the range 
of 1 dB are not considered critical by satellite operators, but they can mean the difference between using 
a more efficient modulation and coding scheme and hence increasing the data throughput. 
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Figure 48: Long-term scatter plot of ECMWF-based forecast (attfc) and radiometer-derived (attrad) 

gaseous attenuation at Ka band 

 

 
Figure 49: Long-term scatter plot of ECMWF-based forecast (attfc) and radiometer-derived (attrad) 

gaseous attenuation at Q band 
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Figure 50: Long-term scatter plot of ALARO-based forecast (attfc) and radiometer-derived (attrad) gaseous 

attenuation at Ka band 

 

 
Figure 51: Long-term scatter plot of ALARO-based forecast (attfc) and radiometer-derived (attrad) gaseous 

attenuation at Q band 
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Scientific Mission in Madrid 

In Madrid, the total atmospheric attenuation is computed using zenith tropospheric delay data [31]. 

Comparisons of ECMWF-based forecast with tropospheric-delay–derived gaseous attenuation were 
performed at Q band (39.402 GHz) for the whole analysis period (June to November, 2016). 

Figure 52 shows the time series comparison on June 11, 2016. A very good correlation is observed. 

Figure 53 shows the scatter plot for the whole analysis period. The error analysis results are given: the 
slope and bias of the linear regression and the RMSE of the forecast error. Very good results are 
obtained. 

 

 
Figure 52: Time series of ECMWF -based forecast (red) and tropospheric-delay-derived (blue) gaseous 

attenuation at Q band on June 11, 2016 

 

 
Figure 53: Long-term scatter plot of ECMWF-based forecast and tropospheric-delay-derived gaseous 

attenuation at Q band 
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4.3.6. Cloud attenuation forecast validation 

In this chapter, the forecast cloud attenuation derived from ECMWF and ALARO weather forecasts is 
compared with the attenuation derived from radiometer measurements. 

The validation follows the same procedure as for rain attenuation (Chapter 4.3.4). 

In order to extract the cloud attenuation from the radiometer measurements: 

1. Maximum attenuation thresholds were set as 2 dB at Ka band and 5 dB at Q band, to avoid 
precipitation along the path causing rain attenuation. 

2. The clear-sky level was subtracted from the radiometer measurements to remove the gaseous 
attenuation. The clear-sky level was set as the average minimum gaseous attenuation during the 
analysis period (June to November, 2016): 0.46 dB at Ka band and 0.64 dB at Q band. 

At the start of the validation process, one effect was observed in the cloud attenuation forecasts: certain 
attenuation levels seemed to predominate. This “quantization effect” was due to: 

1. The number of layers in the profiles of pressure and humidity provided by the NWP models: 11 
layers up to around 12 km height. 

2. The cloud attenuation algorithm (Chapter 4.2.3) detecting the clouds at these layers using the 
model by Salonen and Uppala [20]. 

The “quantization effect” was avoided increasing the number of profile layers. Intermediate layers were 
interpolated. In this way, the clouds are detected in 22 layers along the slant path. No improvement was 
observed from performing finer divisions in more profile layers. 

Figure 54 shows the time series of radiometer-derived and ALARO-based forecast cloud attenuation at 
Ka and Q band on September 5, 2016. These examples show good accordance between forecasts and 
measurements. 

 

 

Figure 54: Time series of radiometer-derived (blue) and ALARO-based forecast (red) cloud attenuation at 
Ka (left) and Q band (right) on September 5. 2016 

 

The scatter plots in Figure 55 to Figure 58 serve to evaluate the quality of the cloud attenuation forecasts. 
The analyses cover the whole period (June November, 2016). The error analysis results are given: the 
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slope and bias of the linear regression; the mean, standard deviation and RMS of the error; and the 
correlation coefficient of the daily time series. 

Both available NWP forecast models (ECMWF and ALARO) are used as input, and their results 
validated: 

• Based on ECMWF data: Comparison of cloud attenuation forecasts with radiometer-derived in-
excess attenuation at Ka band (Figure 55) and Q band (Figure 56). 

• Based on ALARO data: Comparison of cloud attenuation forecasts with radiometer-derived in-
excess attenuation at Ka band (Figure 57) and Q band (Figure 58). 

The following aspects can be noticed when comparing the results: 

• The accordance between forecast and radiometer-derived attenuation is better at Ka band than 
at Q band for both ECMWF and ALARO forecast products: The error parameters (bias, MAE, 
STD and RMSE) are relatively lower. 

• No significant differences are observed between using the ECMWF or ALARO forecast 
products as input to the CFST. 

o Nevertheless, slightly better results are obtained with ALARO, which provides hourly 
forecasts. This can primarily be seen in the slope and correlation coefficient, which are 
closer to 1. This improvement confirms once more that the reliability of the attenuation 
forecasts depends on the adequate temporal resolution of the weather forecasts. 

o Regarding the different spatial resolution, most of the error analysis parameters seem 
to be better for the lower-resolution model (ECMWF), but this is probably due to the 
fewer samples available for the comparison (due to the lower temporal resolution). A 
longer analysis period would probably yield more similar results. 

The validation of the cloud attenuation forecasts provides similar results as those obtained for rain 
attenuation, with especially poor values of slope and correlation coefficient. On the one hand, some 
events are not detected, and on the other hand, in many cases the cloud attenuation is overestimated, 
especially at Q band. 

The total attenuation is retrieved from the radiometer-measured brightness temperatures assuming a 
non-scattering atmosphere in local thermodynamic equilibrium. This is met in good approximation by 
clear-sky (and even light rain) conditions at low frequencies (< 20 GHz), when scattering loss is 
negligible. However, with presence of liquid water in the slant path, scattering loss should not be 
neglected at higher frequencies, as it would result in an underestimation of the attenuation [43]. This 
aspect could be further investigated using for the comparison the beacon measurements instead of the 
radiometer-derived attenuation, but the selection of cloud attenuation events in beacon measurements is 
certainly not straightforward. 
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Figure 55: Long-term scatter plot of ECMWF-based forecast (attfc) and radiometer-derived (attrad) in-

excess (cloud) attenuation at Ka band 

 
Figure 56: Long-term scatter plot of ECMWF-based forecast (attfc) and radiometer-derived (attrad) in-

excess (cloud) attenuation at Q band 
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Figure 57: Long-term scatter plot of ALARO-based forecast (attfc) and radiometer-derived (attrad) in-

excess (cloud) attenuation at Ka band 

 

 
Figure 58: Long-term scatter plot of ALARO-based forecast (attfc) and radiometer-derived (attrad) in-

excess (cloud) attenuation at Q band 
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4.3.7. NWP forecast discussion with ZAMG 

Due to the rather poor performance of the INCA-15min forecasts, several aspects were discussed with 
the Austrian National Weather Service (ZAMG). Their main statements are commented below: 

• The deviation of the forecasts is larger in summer because rain showers are harder to predict. 

The seasonal variability of the forecast quality was noticed during the assessment (Chapter 4.3.4). It 
impedes the generation of reliable short-term satellite channel characteristics forecasts. 

• Weather radar and weather station measurements constitute the input data for the NWP forecast 
models. The quality of these data and subsequent forecasts depends on how well the radar signal 
can reach the grid points and how dense the weather station network is around them. 

The link attenuation is computed integrating the contribution of the grid points along the slant path. The 
reliability of the NWP rain data was assessed for one grid point (Chapter 4.3.4). The results were not 
bad, but other grid points may lack reliable input data. 

• Currently, the accurate forecast of thunderstorms is still problematic. An improvement in this 
respect is expected in the next years. 

This is linked to the seasonal variability of the forecast quality noticed during the assessment and the 
thunderstorms happening in the summer months. The CFST would greatly benefit from such 
improvement. 

• A new forecast product will be available in the future with updates every 5 minutes.  

This could improve substantially the performance of the CFST. Most rain events could be resolved and 
better characterized with the higher resolution. Again, accurate input data (weather radar and weather 
station measurements close to the grip points) would be required. 

• The INCA-15min model is computed for the following 9 h in a complete process. Single values 
cannot be accessed before the calculation is finished. The duration of the forecast procedure 
depends strongly on the availability of measurement data from the observation stations. These 
values are not always transmitted at the same time, thus the forecast calculation can be delayed. 
Consequently, earlier access to the complete forecast data cannot be guaranteed. 

The INCA-15min forecast files are available to the CFST approximately 20 min after the start of the 
model calculation. Therefore, the first forecast value (15 min after model start) is not usable. If this first 
forecast value could be somehow accessed, its use would probably improve the forecast quality for 
rapidly evolving rain events (Chapter 4.3.3). This could be the basis for future work and investigation. 

The constructive conversation answered several open questions and clarified the possibilities and 
limitations of the INCA-15min model. The CFST can benefit from future developments in the area of 
short-term weather forecasts. These promising advancements will certainly be kept in mind for the 
planning of upcoming research work. 
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5. Conclusion and outlook 
The present thesis has resulted in validated: 

• Database for the study of the radiowave propagation in satellite communications systems 

The so-called Propagation Database was created through the execution of radiowave propagation 
measurement campaigns to assess and improve the accuracy of Earth-space propagation models in 
temperate and tropical climates. 

• Software tool for the conversion of meteorological data into atmospheric attenuation 

The so-called Channel Forecast Software Tool is able to produce forecasts of satellite channel 
characteristics using numerical weather prediction data as input. 

The developments and findings during the elaboration of the thesis are summarized in the following 
sections. 

 

5.1. Propagation Database 

The Propagation Database was created for satellite channel modelling and attenuation forecast 
assessment. 

The different atmospheric effects on the propagation of radio waves and the channel models for satellite 
communications systems were studied. 

The total attenuation is an integral parameter of the link budget that depends on the radio link frequency 
and the distribution of the atmospheric components along the signal path: Oxygen, water vapour, clouds 
and precipitation; all highly variable in space and time. At higher frequencies, the attenuation is higher 
and more variable with respect to the climatology and link elevation angle. 

Rain attenuation is the most important propagation effect to be considered in the design of satellite 
communications systems because of its high variability and impact on the provided quality of service 
(QoS). The attenuation due to clouds is not as strong but it is more prevalent and can be equal to the rain 
attenuation for high percentages of time. Gaseous attenuation cannot be neglected at the frequency bands 
considered in this thesis. The rapid fluctuations of the received signal amplitude known as scintillations 
become critical at low elevation angles. 

The ITU-R P. Recommendations contain the standard models for the design of Earth-space 
telecommunication systems. They are used to predict the statistics of the atmospheric attenuation, i.e. 
the attenuation by different sources exceeded during a certain percentage of time for a given link. The 
Recommendations include supplemental data for the calculations, such as global maps of radio-
climatological parameters (e.g. rain height, rain intensity, water vapour content, etc.). The models are 
developed and tested by ITU-R Study Group 3 using measurements to improve their accuracy. 

Two propagation measurement campaigns at Ka and Q band in temperate and tropical climates were 
designed and executed, namely the “Alphasat Aldo Paraboni Scientific Experiment” and the “Ka-band 
Tropical Propagation Campaign”. The availability of experimental data during a period of time long 
enough to reduce the statistical uncertainty is critical. Continuous supervision and management are 
required in order to carry out a successful propagation campaign. 

The gathered satellite beacon and ancillary equipment measurements (including radiometers, 
disdrometers and meteorological stations) were processed, validated and analyzed employing 
standardized procedures. The experimental setup and collected data meet the expectations. 
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Results focusing on rain rate, rain attenuation, scintillation and site diversity have been presented. The 
measured statistics compare well with the current ITU-R models but there is room for improvement. 
The results were submitted and accepted by ITU-R Study Group 3. Modelling activities are ongoing. 

The measurements in the Propagation Database were used to assess the validity of the Channel Forecast 
Software Tool attenuation forecasts. 

 

5.2. Channel Forecast Software Tool 

For high availability satellite communications systems operating at Ka band and above, the required link 
margin based on statistics of attenuation exceedance becomes too high, impractical and inefficient. 
Therefore, propagation impairment mitigation techniques (PIMTs) must be used. A great advantage for 
the optimum employment PIMTs such as variable coding and modulation (VCM) and site diversity 
would be the short-term forecast knowledge of the occurrence of signal fades, their likely depth and 
duration. 

The Channel Forecast Software Tool (CFST) was designed to provide short-term forecasts of satellite 
channel attenuation using numerical weather prediction (NWP) forecasts as input. 

The state of the art of NWP forecast models was investigated. Three models, provided by the Austrian 
Meteorological and Geophysical Service (ZAMG), were selected based on coverage area, grid size, 
forecast period, forecast step and meteorological parameters required by the CFST.  

ECMWF is the only model with global coverage. Its disadvantages are the large grid size and forecast 
steps. The ALARO-ALADIN and INCA models provide medium- and short-range weather forecasts 
respectively; with finer grid sizes, more frequently updated and with special consideration of regional 
orographic-induced effects. 

Weather forecast products for the locations of interest were purchased and obtained in real time from 
ZAMG during the period from June to November 2016. Software for automatic data download via FTP 
was implemented and the capability to obtain the forecast products in the required time was verified. 

The conversion algorithms from NWP data to channel characteristics were established as software 
modules coded in MATLAB. Each of the modules covers one source of attenuation. Models contained 
in the ITU-R P. Recommendations were selected and implemented. The correctness of the 
implementations was verified with the data provided by ITU-R SG 3.  

The satellite slant path under consideration was geometrically represented; the relevant weather data 
parameters from the available forecast models were assigned, interpolating when necessary between the 
adjacent grid points and profile layers; and the individual signal degradation effects (gaseous, cloud and 
rain attenuation) were computed.  

Multiple different weather forecast input datasets and conversion algorithms settings were tested in order 
to obtain the best achievable results. 

The reliability of the different weather forecasts available for the same time stamp originating from 
different NWP model runs was investigated and, as expected, the most recent run was found to be the 
most reliable. This is the reason why old attenuation forecasts are replaced when new ones become 
available. 

The channel forecast is provided 10 min in advance. This is due to the NWP model run time (20 min) 
and forecast step (15 min). For example, the 8:45 INCA-15min run is available to the CFST at 9:05, so 
the first usable weather forecast corresponds to the 9:15 timestamp, and it is provided immediately (the 
CFST run time is negligible).  
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The CFST forecasts of rain, gaseous and cloud attenuation were assessed comparing them with 
measurements in the Propagation Database, namely Alphasat measurements gathered in Graz and 
Madrid. Different error analysis parameters were used, including the slope and bias of the linear 
regression; the mean, standard deviation and RMS of the error; and the (Pearson) correlation coefficient 
of the daily time series. 

The assessment proved the functionality of the CFST conversion algorithms but the obtained results 
were not as good as expected. 

Several effects may introduce errors in the output of the CFST. The meteorological estimates from NWP 
models suffer from spatial and temporal averaging. In the present thesis, the highest spatial and temporal 
resolutions are 1 km and 15 min respectively. This averaging results in potential temporal shifting and 
fade depth errors. 

The model grid sizes play an important role especially regarding rain amount fields. The rain amount 
that is recorded over a grid square is an estimate of the actual rain rate obtained integrating over that 
grid square in the time interval. In physical terms, this has the effect of spatially and temporally 
averaging the rain across each grid square, which reduces the ability to resolve intense events. It is also 
worth noting that as the grid size is reduced, the estimated accumulation approaches the actual 
accumulation and the NWP model provides more accurate forecasts. 

Coarse temporal resolution can quickly become unrepresentative of the instantaneous meteorological 
environment. The structure of rain events can vary significantly, resulting in variations of the vertical 
profile of the attenuation and drop size distribution, which will appear as fade depth errors. Despite the 
high resolution of NWP models such as INCA-15min, small strong rain cells of convective events might 
be missed. 

Rain attenuation forecasts were compared with beacon measurements. The correlation coefficient 
results, with long-term values slightly above 0.5, are certainly not outstanding. Problems with the 
forecasts were caused by the low spatial and temporal resolution of the NWP models. Additionally, the 
NWP forecasts were found to be not reliable enough. Especially rapidly evolving, intense rain events 
(which are the most relevant for the satellite operators) were not forecast correctly. Such rain events 
occur predominantly during the summer months and have, due to their intensity, the largest impact on 
the transmitted signal. 

The results in Madrid were, as expected, worse than those obtained in Austria with the INCA-15min 
model, due to the lower resolution of the global ECMWF model. Poorer values of all the error analysis 
parameters were obtained, excepting the correlation coefficient, due to the dry climate in Madrid. 

However, when using NWP data (instead of forecasts) as input to the CFST, the conversion into 
attenuation provided much better results, validating the performance of the CFST and pointing to the 
NWP forecast models as the source of the attenuation forecasts error. The comparison of NWP-data-
derived rain attenuation with beacon measurements resulted in long-term values of 1 dB RMSE and 0.8 
correlation coefficient. 

Additional investigations were carried out, such as comparisons of NWP data/forecast rain amount with 
2D-Video-Disdrometer (2DVD) measurements, which confirmed the previous finding (i.e. the NWP 
forecast models lack of reliability). 

As pointed out by ZAMG, the orography and potential bad quality of the NWP input data (i.e. weather 
radar and weather station measurements) at the relevant grid points pose a challenge for the NWP 
forecasts. Graz, surrounded by hills, constitutes a complex region for accurate forecasts of rapidly 
evolving rain events (such as thunderstorms in summer). The NWP forecast models (and hence the 
CFST) are expected to perform much better in locations with smoother orography. 
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A better reliability of the NWP models was observed when forecasting vertical profiles of temperature, 
pressure and relative humidity, which could be anticipated, since these parameters show lower 
dynamics. 

Gaseous attenuation forecasts were compared with radiometer and tropospheric delay measurements, 
yielding very good results, particularly at Ka band, where a correlation coefficient of 0.75 was observed. 
No significant differences were observed between the different time resolutions of the models, which 
can be explained by the rather low gaseous attenuation dynamics. The impact of gaseous attenuation is 
small when compared to rain attenuation. Variations in the range of 1 dB are not considered critical by 
satellite operators, but they can mean the difference between using a more efficient modulation and 
coding scheme and hence increasing the data throughput. 

The validation of the cloud attenuation forecasts with radiometer measurements was more challenging 
and provided similar results as those obtained for rain attenuation, but still proved the functionality of 
the CFST conversion algorithms. Especially poor values of slope and correlation coefficient were 
obtained. On the one hand, some events were not detected, and on the other hand, in many cases the 
cloud attenuation was overestimated, especially at Q band. 

The collaboration with potential users of the CFST was pursued during the elaboration of the thesis. 
Results were presented to DI Michael Bergmann from Eutelsat in May 2017 with very positive reception 
and constructive feedback. 

Despite the low instantaneous correlation between attenuation forecasts and measured data, the CFST 
could however be employed to schedule maintenance of the systems. 

The advantage of using NWP data as input is that the spatial correlation and dynamic behavior of the 
attenuation fields are inherited from the meteorological environment. The CFST can be used as an 
attenuation time series generator to test and develop PIMTs. Additionally, using NWP data (instead of 
forecasts) as input to the CFST can be employed to set the clear-sky level (i.e. recover the attenuation 
in non-rainy conditions) in propagation measurement campaigns lacking a radiometer. 

 

5.3. Outlook 

The performance of the CFST will improve with the foreseen higher resolution and more accurate NWP 
models. A new NWP forecast model will be available in the near future with updates every 5 minutes. 

Graz, surrounded by hills, constitutes a complex region for accurate forecasts of rapidly evolving rain 
events (such as thunderstorms in summer). It would be of great interest to assess the accuracy of high 
resolution weather/channel forecasts in sites with a different orography. 

The further development of the CFST will include the integration with the Weather Research and 
Forecasting (WRF) model. WRF is a non-hydrostatic mesoscale NWP system able to produce simulated 
high-resolution 4D meteorological data from NWP products. Using Global Forecast System (GFS) 
products as input, the resulting high resolution meteorological forecasts will be the input for the CFST. 
Mainly temperature, pressure, wind and relative humidity profiles will be used, in addition to 
hydrometeor content (i.e. rain and cloud water mixing ratios given by WRF). 

The enhanced CFST will be employed to provide channel forecasts for both GEO and non-GEO satellite 
systems, where the increase in throughput using Dynamic Variable Coding and Modulation (D-VCM) 
is of great interest. 
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6. Conference and journal contributions 
The following conference and journal contributions were published during the elaboration of the thesis: 

1. Cuervo F., Schoenhuber M., Capsoni C., Hong Yin L., Ling Jong S., Bin Din J., Martellucci A., 
“Ka-Band Propagation Campaign in the Tropical Region of Peninsular Malaysia – Statistical 
Analysis”. 22nd Ka and Broadband Communications Conference. Cleveland, Ohio, October 17 
- 20, 2016. (http://proceedings.kaconf.org/) 

2. Cuervo, F., K. Plimon, M. Schönhuber, A. Martellucci, J. Rivera Castro (2016) “Alphasat Aldo 
Paraboni Propagation Experiment in Graz – Frequency Scaling Analysis”; Proceedings of 10th 
European Conference on Antennas and Propagation (EuCAP 2016), Davos, Switzerland, 10-15 
April 2016 

3. Cuervo F., H. Y. Lam, J. B. Din, J. R. Castro, M. Schmidt and M. Schönhuber, "The 
JOANNEUM RESEARCH SatCom Ka and Q band campaigns in Europe and Malaysia," 2017 
11th European Conference on Antennas and Propagation (EUCAP), Paris, 2017, pp. 1476-1480. 
doi: 10.23919/EuCAP.2017.7928869 

4. Cuervo F., M. Schönhuber, J.Rivera Castro, V. Mitterauer, A. Martellucci, “Radiometer-derived 
slant path attenuations and frequency scaling at Alphasat and W-band frequencies” Proceedings 
of the 23rd Ka and Broadband Communications Conference, Trieste, Italy, October 16 - 19, 
2017 

5. Schönhuber M., F. Cuervo, S. Rošker, M. Schwinzerl (2017) “Averaging aspects in short term 
forecasts of tropospheric attenuation”, Proceedings of the 23rd URSI General Assembly and 
Scientific Symposium, August 19 – 26th, 2017, Montreal, Canada. 
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8105213 

6. H. Y. Lam, L. Luini, J. Din, M. J. Alhilali, S. L. Jong and F. Cuervo, "Impact of rain attenuation 
on 5G millimeter wave communication systems in equatorial Malaysia investigated through 
disdrometer data," 2017 11th European Conference on Antennas and Propagation (EUCAP), 
Paris, 2017, pp. 1793-1797, doi: 10.23919/EuCAP.2017.7928616. 

7. ESA and Austria Submission of data for DBSG3 Table IV-12: Statistics of Rain Drop Size 
Distribution collected during the Alphasat SCIEX and Ka-band Tropical campaigns were 
submitted and accepted during the ITU-R SG 3 2017 Meeting in Geneva. 

8. Cuervo F., M. Schönhuber, M. Schmidt, J. Rivera Castro, A. Martellucci and L. Csurgai-
Horvath (2018), “Alphasat Site Diversity Experiment at Q Band in Austria and Hungary”, 24th 
Ka and Broadband Communications Conference and the 36th International Communications 
Satellite Systems Conference (ICSSC), Niagara Falls, Canada, October 15 - 18, 2018. 
http://proceedings.kaconf.org/papers/2018/ka12_1.pdf 

9. Cuervo F., M. Schönhuber, F. Las-Heras, J.M. Riera, D. Pimienta-del-Valle, P. Garcia-del-Pino 
an A. Martellucci (2018) “Short Term Satellite Channel Characteristics Forecast Using 
Numerical Weather Prediction Data”, EuCAP 2018, the 12th European Conference on Antennas 
and Propagation, London, UK, 9 – 13 April 2018 (Proceedings expected) 

10. Schönhuber M., F. Cuervo, N. Knoll and V. Mitterauer (2018), “Reliability of Disdrometer-
derived W-Band Attenuation Predictions”, EuCAP 2018, the 12th European Conference on 
Antennas and Propagation, London, UK, 9 – 13 April 2018. https://digital-
library.theiet.org/content/conferences/10.1049/cp.2018.0624 

11. ESA and Austria Submission of statistics for DBSG-3 Part II - Earth-space paths. Measurements 
Collected at 20 GHz in Malaysia during the Ka-band Tropical campaign. Statistics of rain 

http://proceedings.kaconf.org/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8105213
http://proceedings.kaconf.org/papers/2018/ka12_1.pdf
https://digital-library.theiet.org/content/conferences/10.1049/cp.2018.0624
https://digital-library.theiet.org/content/conferences/10.1049/cp.2018.0624
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intensity, rain attenuation, fade duration, site diversity, amplitude of scintillations, fade slope 
and inter-fade duration (Tables IV-1, II-1, II-3, II-4, II-6, II-8 and II-12 respectively) were 
submitted and accepted during the ITU-R SG 3 2018 Meeting in Montreal. 

12. Cuervo F., Martellucci A., Castro J.R., Schmidt M. and Schönhuber M. – “The Alphasat Aldo 
Paraboni scientific and communication experiments at Ka and Q/V bands in Austria” – Int J 
Satell Commun Network. 2019; 1–12. https://doi.org/10.1002/sat.1308 

13. Cuervo F., Schmidt M., Schoenhuber M., Csurgai-Horvath L., Martellucci A., Rivera-Castro J., 
“Earth-space Propagation Statistics: Alphasat Measurements Collected in Graz and Budapest”. 
Proceedings of the 25th Ka and Broadband Communications Conference. Sept. 30 – Oct. 2, 
2019. Sorrento, Italy. 

14. Schönhuber M.; F. Cuervo (2019), “About the Impact of NWP Models’ Temporal Resolution 
on Rain Attenuation Forecasts”, URSI Asia-Pacific Radio Science Conference (AP-RASC), 9-
15 March 2019, New Delhi, India; https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8738459 

15. J. Flávio, F. Cuervo, J. Rivera-Castro, A. Martellucci and A. Rocha, "Ice Cloud Detection by 
Millimeter Waves," 2019 13th European Conference on Antennas and Propagation (EuCAP), 
Krakow, Poland, 2019, pp. 1-4. 

16. ESA and Austria Submission of statistics for DBSG-3 Part II - Earth-space paths. Measurements 
Collected at 20 and 40 GHz in Graz and Budapest during the Alphasat SCIEX campaign. 
Statistics of rain intensity, rain attenuation, fade duration, site diversity, amplitude of 
scintillations, fade slope and inter-fade duration (Tables IV-1, II-1, II-3, II-4, II-6, II-8 and II-
12 respectively) were submitted and accepted during the ITU-R SG 3 2019 Meeting in Geneva. 

17. Cuervo, F, Martín‐Polegre, A, Las‐Heras, F, Vanhoenacker‐Janvier, D, Flávio, J, Schmidt, M. 
Preparation of a CubeSat LEO radio wave propagation campaign at Q and W bands. Int J Satell 
Commun Network. 2020; 1– 10, https://doi.org/10.1002/sat.1348= 
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8. Annexes 

8.1. Annex I: Frequency bands 

The frequency bands nomenclature used in this thesis is explained in this Annex. 

A frequency band is a contiguous section of the radio spectrum allocated for different radio 
radiocommunication services as defined in the ITU Radio Regulations (RR) [2]. 

Unfortunately, there are several incompatible naming systems for microwave bands, and even within a 
given system the exact frequency range designated by a letter may vary between different application 
areas. 

In the radiowave propagation research community, a mixture of the ITU, IEEE and even waveguide 
nomenclatures is traditionally used. 

One widely used standard is the IEEE radar bands established by the US Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers [49], as shown in Table 20: 

 

Table 20: Radar-frequency bands according to IEEE standard 

Band designation  Frequency range  

HF  0.003 to 0.03 GHz  
VHF  0.03 to 0.3 GHz  
UHF  0.3 to 1 GHz  
L  1 to 2 GHz  
S  2 to 4 GHz  
C  4 to 8 GHz  
X  8 to 12 GHz  
Ku  12 to 18 GHz  
K  18 to 27 GHz  
Ka  27 to 40 GHz  
V  40 to 75 GHz  
W  75 to 110 GHz  
mm or G  110 to 300 GHz 

 

Recommendation ITU-R V.431-8 [50], "Nomenclature of the frequency and wavelength bands used in 
telecommunications”, states that, for space radiocommunications, K and Ka bands are often designated 
by the single symbol Ka.  

This is the reason why the Alphasat beacon at 19.701 GHz and the Syracuse 3A beacon at 20.245 GHz 
are referred to as Ka-band beacons. 

Other standards include the waveguide and the NATO frequency bands, partly reproduced in the 
following Table 21. 
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Table 21: Waveguide frequency bands and NATO frequency designations 

Band Frequency range 

Waveguide NATO 

X band  8.2 to 12.4 GHz 6.2 to 10.9 GHz 
Ku band  12.4 to 18.0 GHz 10.9 to 20 GHz 
K band  18.0 to 26.5 GHz N/A 
Ka band  26.5 to 40.0 GHz 20 to 36 GHz 
Q band  33 to 50 GHz 36 to 46 GHz 
U band  40 to 60 GHz N/A 
V band  40 to 75 GHz 46 to 56 GHz 
E band  60 to 90 GHz N/A 
W band  75 to 110 GHz  56 to 100 GHz 

 

These standards are the reason why the Alphasat beacon at 39.402 GHz is referred to as a Q-band 
beacon. 
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8.2. Annex II: Satellite link budget formulas 

The relevant satellite link budget formulas are given in this annex. 

The availability of a satellite communications system is determined by the amount of time the system is 
above a minimum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). A target availability figure corresponds to a power 
margin to be allocated to atmospheric losses to include the effects of gases, clouds, rain and scintillation 
based on statistical assumptions. The higher the required link availability, the higher the atmospheric 
losses. 

The system parameters, including the payload transmitter specifications (corresponding to the 
Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power, EIRP); the orbit altitude and transmitted frequency (resulting 
in the Free Space Loss, FSL); and the G/S specifications (dictating the Gain-to-Noise-Temperature, 
G/T) are the input to the link budget, together with the predicted atmospheric attenuation (and sky noise 
temperature) distributions over time. The output of the link budget is the SNR distribution of the receiver 
over time. 

The relevant link budget formulas are: 

1. The Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power is the power radiated in a given direction by an antenna 
with a specific radiation pattern. 

 

𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 − 𝐿𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐺𝐺𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑊𝑊_𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂   [dBW] 

where 

PTX is the transmit power in dBW 

LTX are the output losses in dB 

Gant_tx is the transmit antenna gain in dBi 

 

2. Free Space Losses 

 

𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿 = 20 ∗ log (4∗𝜋𝜋∗1000∗ 𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝜆𝜆

)  [dB] 

where 

dsat is the distance to the satellite in km 

λ is the signal wavelength in m 

 

3. Sky Noise Temperature. When attenuation occurs along the path, there is a reduction in the carrier 
power due to attenuation; additionally, there is an increase in the system noise temperature, due to 
the enhanced sky noise temperature. 

 

𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂 = 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶
10𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠/10 + 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊 ∗ �1 − 10−

𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
10 �  [K] 
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where 

TC is the cosmic background temperature in K 

Att is the atmospheric attenuation in dB, statistically predicted with the method described in 
sectison 2.2 

Tmr is the sky mean radiating temperature in K 

 

4. Antenna Noise Temperature 

 

𝑇𝑇𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑊𝑊_𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂 = 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂 + 𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺  [K] 

where 

Tsky is the sky noise temperature in K 

TG is the ground temperature in K 

 

5. LNA Noise Temperature 

 

𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝑇𝑇0 ∗ (10
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴

10 − 1) [K] 

where 

T0 is the ambient temperature in K 

NFLNA is the LNA noise figure in dB 

 

6. System Noise Temperature 

 

𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒 = 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

10
𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
10

+ 𝑇𝑇0 ∗ �1 − 10
−𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

10 �+ 𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 [K] 

where  

Lfeed are the feed losses in dB 

 

7. The Antenna Gain-to-Noise-Temperature is the figure of merit of the G/S. 

 

𝐺𝐺
𝑇𝑇

= 𝐺𝐺𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑊𝑊_𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂 − 𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑑𝑑 − 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 − 10 ∗ log (𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒) [dB/K] 

where 
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Gant_rx is the receive antenna gain in dBi 

LLNA are the LNA insertion losses in dB 

 

8. The Carrier-to-Noise-Density Ratio includes the effect of the total attenuation and sky noise 
temperature figures. 

 

𝐶𝐶
𝐿𝐿0

= 𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 − 𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿 − 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 −  𝐿𝐿𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 −  𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 + 𝐺𝐺
𝑇𝑇

 [dBHz] 

where 

Ltrack are the tracking losses in dB 

kB is the Boltzmann constant = -228.6 dB/Hz/K 

 

9. Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

 

𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅 = 𝐶𝐶
𝐿𝐿0
− 10 ∗ log (𝐵𝐵) [dB] 

where  

B is the receiver bandwidth in Hz 
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